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Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers of the Poor













IRVING C. LYON CLARENCE E. COUSENS
Regular Police Officers
BENJ. A. DOWNS WILBUR F. EMMONS
L. M. FOWLER
Trustees of Free Public Library
KATE L. LUCE, term expires 1936 
LAKE C. ABBOTT, term expires 1937 




LEONARD A. MACOMBER HENRY F. MULLEN
Superintending School Committee
MRS. DORIS W. JONES, 1936 
KATHERINE WHITMAN, 1934 
WESLEY M. MEWER, 1935







CARL H. DAVIS, Chief 
Wilbur G. Rumery, Deputy Chief 
Lewis M. Fowler, Sergt.
Herbert E. Trafton, Capt. Irving C. Lyon. Sergt.
Theodore H. Mingo Charles E. Skilling
Hiram Parish Albert W. Foss
Walter M. Towle William H. O’Brien
Herbert E. Greene Ivan Kimball
David L. Mulcahy Alexander Gagnon
Everett C. Leger Fred L. Gooch
Paul Brill Edward M. Rix
Theodore W. Mingo William R. Murphy
Alfred Letarte Doric Chandler
Albert Armstrong Henry Roberts
Charles Mooers Charlotte Doughty
Donald C. Jones Albert S. Pettengill
Benj. A. Downs Charles B. Littlefield
Samuel Lublinsky Paul McCullum
horest B. Randall Arnold Bean
John LaPointe Leonard A. Macomber
Herbert Standenen Asa F. Ellingwood
Fred Kasper W. John Mack
Omer Bill Wilbur J. Tarbox
Leo Farrington Louis Balkan
George H. Delaney Gordon M. Parmalee
C. Kenneth Norton Herman S. Gerrish
Henry Beaudette King Sears
Elliot Billings Paul E. Magrath
Albert A. Powell Cornelius Downs
J. Nason Milliken Thomas Doyle
5Ray LaPointe 
George E. Mapes 
George C. Decker, Jr. 
Harold W. Curtis 
Jesse J. Scripter 
Wilbur F. Emmons 
Martha Trafton
John W. Hopkins
I. Otto Miller 
Walter Cockerille 
Joseph E. Rogers 





HAMILTON MILGATE JOHN METCALF
FRANKLIN G. REDLON JOHN REDMOND
EDWARD ENTWISTLE GILBERT C. GARLAND
Sealer of W eights and Measurers
J. RICHMOND LORD
Measurers of Wood and Bark
JOHN B. LAROCHELLE J. NASON MILLIKEN
Town Weighers
WM. J. C. MILLIKEN  JOHN B. LAROCHELLE
TOWN CLERK’S REPORT
BIRTHS RECORDED DURING THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1934
D a te  of B ir th P a r e n t s C h il d ’s N a m e S e x P lac e  of B ir t h
1933
Aug. 12. Alphonse and Evelyn Trembley Monier Claudette Janet F Biddeford
1934
Jan. 9. Philip and Ella Powell Sandra Lee F Biddeford
Jan. 22. Anthony J. and Hildred DeGrace Maynard Anthony M Biddeford
Feb. 5. Forrest Eugene and Julia A. Smith Forrest Eugene M Biddeford
Feb. 15. Edward and Blanche Martin Rudy M Biddeford
Feb. 15. Howard E. and Delores Fisher Ervin Howard M Biddeford
Feb. 17. Peter and Eugenia Karnemides Mary J. F Biddeford
Feb. 28. Ralph and Foboris Cook M Biddeford
Mar. 4. Donald and Effie Ridley Roger Harry M Old Orchard Beach
Mar. 7. Richard D. and Margaret Crosby Lawrence F. M Old Orchard Beach
Mar. 7. Richard D. and Margaret Crosby John M Old Orchard Beach
Mar. 10. Arthur and Estelle M. Temple Estelle Gertrude F Biddeford
Mar. 21. Francis J. and Florida M. Townsend Henry Nelson M Westbrook
Apr. 8. Isaac and Loretta Chase Mary Irene F Old Orchard Beach
Apr. 12. George and Ida May Letendre Grace Carrie F Old Orchard Beach
May 8. James G. and Ethel A. Ricker Rolang G. M Old Orchard Beach
June 4. Wm. S. and Naomi Wood Sylvia Naomi F Biddeford
June 5. Saul and Frances Harrisburg Robert M Biddeford
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D ate  of B ir th P a r e n t s C h il d ’s  N a m e S ex P lace  of B ir t h
June 5. Carl H. and Hazel Mae Davis Kenneth Lee M Biddeford
June 19. Benj. M. and Sara Gordon Lewis Richard M Portland
June 22. Galen Albert and Margaret Crandall Galen Albert M Biddeford
June 23. Everett A. and Olive J. Senter Edith Elizabeth F Portland
June 26. Harry and Lena Critchley Harry M Old Orchard Beach
July 1. Wm. E. and Helen A. Wheeler Margaret Ellen F Biddeford
July 29. Chas. E. and Olivia Leger Lorraine Olivia F Biddeford
Aug. 5. Derry and Charlotte Dow Garnet McCormick M Biddeford
Aug. 6. James A. and Laura M. Fitzgibbon John M Biddeford
Aug. 22. Frank and Mildred White Frances Louise F Old Orchard Beach
Sept. 20. Carlton F. and Lucy A. Parslow Johan F. F Biddeford
Oct. 10. Harold S. and Evelyn Presby Doris Mae F Old Orchard Beach
Oct. 12. Philomen and Eugenie Tardif Mary Ann F Old Orchard Beach
Oct. 15. Joseph J. and Frances M. Mullen Mary Frances F Biddeford
Oct. 22. Elden E. and Madeline Shirley George Carter M Biddeford
Nov. 3. Milton and Celestia Monroe Patricia Sue F Old Orchard Beach
Nov. 22. Fred A. and Marie I. Fowler Marlene J. F Biddeford
Dec. 20. Andrew and Koula Scoutras Authe F Biddeford
Dec. 26. Seymour and Halva L. Stone Earl F. M Old Orchard Beach
Dec. 30. Francis W. and Blanche Sutherland Francis Wm. M Biddeford
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8MARRIAGES RECORDED DURING YEAR END­
ING DECEMBER 31, 1934
January 20, 1934. In Old Orchard Beach, John Savig- 
nand to Phyllis Reissfelver, by Rev. James J. Mullen.
January 26, 1934. In Biddeford, Ralph Gagne to Ger­
trude Lahey, by Rev. L. J. Bourque.
January 27, 1934. In Old Orchard Beach, Herbert 
Molinari to Rose Di Cicco, by Wesley M. Mewer, Justice 
of the Peace.
January 31, 1934. In Old Orchard Beach, Winston 
Howland Cushman to Margaret Theresa Poe, by Wesley
M. Mewer, Justice of the Peace.
February 2, 1934. In Old Orchard Beach, Leo C. Pyne 
to Lucia Pearl Albee, by Rev. Walter H. Cass.
February 17, 1934. In Old Orchard Beach, Linneus A. 
Clegg to Bertha A. Gibson, by Wesley M. Mewer, Jus­
tice of the Peace.
February 22, 1934. In Old Orchard Beach, William 
Walton to Mary Isabella Page, by Wesley M. Mewer, 
Justice of the Peace.
March 22, 1934. In Portland, Maine, Heman N. Hart 
to Minerva Knowles, by Rev. Raymond L. Hart.
March 30, 1934. In Old Orchard Beach, Isaac Chase to 
Laurette B. Walters, by Howard Gilpatrick, Minister of 
the Gospel.
May 11, 1934. In Old Orchard Beach, Calvin B. Tay­
lor to Helen Gertrude Linney, by Walter H. Cass, 
Clergyman.
June 3, 1934. In Old Orchard Beach, Louis I. Fish­
man to Marion Harris, by Morris B. Chaplin, Rabbi.
June 7, 1934. In Old Orchard Beach, Stanley V. Coates 
to Jean C. Smith, by Clement F. Hahn, Clergyman.
June 10, 1934. In Monmouth, Maine, Clifford A. Brown 
to Doris Conant, by Rev. N. Gerry Plummer.
June 12, 1934. In Old Orchard Beach, Reginald T. 
Bliss to Edith F. Bayley, by Richard M. Fenton, Clergy­
man.
June 10, 1934. In Old Orchard Beach, William H. 
Emple to Lillian E. Rudman, by Abraham Miller, Rabbi.
June 25, 1934. In Old Orchard Beach, Axel E. Carlson 
to Ada P. Thompson, by Wesley M. Mewer, Justice of 
the Peace.
9June 26, 1934. In Old Orchard Beach, Harold W. 
Thompson to Ada Good, by Walter H. Cass, Clergyman.
June 30, 1934. In Old Orchard Beach, Myron N. 
Emmons to Dorothy Maguire, by Rev. James J. Mullen.
July 2, 1934. In Old Orchard Beach, Earl D. Walsh to 
Mary Blazic, by Wesley M. Mewer, Justice of the Peace.
July 6, 1934. In Old Orchard Beach, Andino Merola to 
Angela D. Andrea, by Wesley M. Mewer, Justice of the 
Peace.
July 30, 1934. In Old Orchard Beach, Edward Hogen 
to Sophia Vielicka, by Wesley M. Mewer, Justice of the 
Peace.
August 8, 1934. In Westbrook, Me., Edward D. Rad­
ley to Doris St. Pierre, by Wade L. Bridgham, Notary 
Public.
August 17, 1934. In Old Orchard Beach, Eugene U. 
Hovey to Margaret V. Horan, by Wesley M. Mewer, 
Justice of the Peace.
August 24, 1934. In Old Orchard Beach, Nathan 
Lilian to Esther Necker, by Wesley M. Mewer, Justice 
of the Peace.
August 25, 1934. In Old Orchard Beach, Theodore F. 
Anketell to Romaine V. Sheaffer, by Wesley M. Mewer, 
Justice of the Peace.
August 25, 1934. In Old Orchard Beach, Robert B. 
Wike to Mary A. Young, by Fred I. Luce, Justice of the 
Peace.
August 28, 1934. In Old Orchard Beach, Lloyd Judd 
to Edna Deane, by Wesley M. Mewer, Justice of the 
Peace.
September 1, 1934. In Old Orchard Beach, Leslie W. 
Abbott to Rose Hamel, by Wesley M. Mewer, Justice of 
the Peace.
September 2, 1934. In Old Orchard Beach, Robert F. 
Lowder to Catherine L. Keohene, by Wesley M. Mewer, 
Justice of the Peace.
September 6, 1934. In Old Orchard Beach, George H. 
Cafran to Kathleen H. Ramsey, by Fred I. Luce, Justice 
of the Peace.
September 8, 1934. In Old Orchard Beach. Christie 
Geaness to Victorine Legere, by Wesley M. Mewer,
Justice of the Peace.
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September 8, 1934. In Old Orchard Beach, Alfred 
French, Jr., to Grace E. Mintoff, by Rev. Walter H. Cass.
September 21, 1934. In Scarboro, Me., Albert McKim 
to Lillian Ulings, by G. Elmer Mossman, Clergyman.
September 29, 1934. In Old Orchard Beach, Robert
E. Remick to Elizabeth L. Lanier, by Wesley M. Mewer, 
Justice of the Peace.
September 30, 1934. In Portland, Me., Wyman W. 
Tucker to Doris M. Bushor, by Max L. Pinansky, Justice 
of the Peace.
October 2, 1934. In Old Orchard Beach, Charles M. 
Annis to Dorothea K. Crane, by Wesley M. Mewer, 
Justice of the Peace.
October 8, 1934. In Saco, Me., Maurice H. Dupi to 
Laurette B. Desrocher, by J. Wilfred Albert, Clergyman.
October 13, 1934. In Old Orchard Beach, Albert T. 
Durgin to Ruth E. Tebbetts, by Samuel M. Thompson, 
Clergyman.
October 16, 1934. In Kennebunk, Me., F. Glenn Har­
mon to Hazel Grass, by Frank Kirkpatrick, Clergyman.
October 13, 1934. In Portland, Me., Thomas Feeney 
to Hannah Leaward, by Joseph W. Finn, Catholic Priest.
October 15, 1934. In Portland, Me., Emerson Stillwell 
to Kathleen Bellevue, by John C. Schroeder, Clergyman.
October 5, 1934. In Old Orchard Beach, Alexander G. 
Stackpole to Sarah E. Noble, by A. S. Winslow, Clergy­
man.
October 27, 1934. In Saco, Me., Wayne L. Townsend 
to Dorothy Edwards, by J. Melvin Prior, Clergyman.
November 18, 1934. In Saco, Me., Alonzo J. King to 
Margaret Moylan Moses, by Arthur F. Leigh, Clergy­
man.
December 23, 1934. In Old Orchard Beach, Paul Cos­
tello to Eleanor McQuaid, by James M. Mullen, Clergy­
man.
RECORD OF DEATHS FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1934
D a te P lac e N a m e A ge C a u s e
Jan. 1. North Berwick William Taylor 76 Broncho-pneumonia
Feb. 10. Biddeford Clara A. Nutter 52 Shock following operation
Feb. 20. Old Orchard Beach Adelina Lemieux 90 Old age
Mar. 7. Old Orchard Beach Crosby — Stillborn
Mar. 7. Biddeford Mabel M. Hughes 32 Toxemia
Mar. 9. Old Orchard Beach Ann L. Rich 88 Arteriosclerosis
Mar. 14. Biddeford Celia A. Anderson 70 Arteriosclerosis
Mar. 20. Old Orchard Beach Caroline A. Rose 73 Cerebral hemorrhage
Apr. 6. Portland Ernest Pinard 47 Coronary occlusion
Apr. 29. Stoneham, Mass. Florence Jordan 51 Myocarditis
May 16. Old Orchard Beach Ida G. Watkins 43 Suicide
June 4. Old Orchard Beach J. Wesley Doe 82 Heart failure
June 10. Old Orchard Beach Edward F. Abbott 78 Oedema of the lungs
June 11. Old Orchard Beach Sarah S. Toolan 65 Cancer of the breast
June 14. Old Orchard Beach Lizzie M. Piper 81 Bronchial pneumonia
June 22. Old Orchard Beach Albert E. Kenyon 67 Acute indigestion
June 25. Old Orchard Beach Martha C. Armstrong 70 Acute miocarditis
June 28. Old Orchard Beach John M. Chambers 65 Cerebral hemorrhage
July 4. Biddeford Edwin C. Hoyt 76 Pernicious anemia
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July 19. Old Orchard Beach George V. Sheffield 78 Lobar pneumoniaJ u l y  
2 4 . Old Orchard Beach Walter L. Smythe 54 Angina pectorisJuly 25. Biddeford Norma R. Marshall 3 PeritonitisA u g .  1 . Old Orchard Beach Georgia K. Bodge 76 Myocarditis and cancer of breastAug. 6 Old Orchard Beach Reuel W. Fogg 80 MyocarditisAug. 8 Biddeford Mary F. Johnson 70 Cerebral hemorrhageA u g .  1 6 . Old Orchard Beach Corrine Lacasse 61 Fatty degeneration of heartAug. 18. Old Orchard Beach Ike Krock 56 Chronic myocarditisA u g .  
2 0 . Biddeford Marie L. L. Dore 70 Coronary occlusion, angina pectorisAug. 22 Old Orchard Beach Rosanna Downey 45 Pernicious anemiaAug. 23. Biddeford Mary H. Goodwin 58 Cerebral emolesinSept. 
1 1 . Biddeford Anna H. Given Broncho-pneumoniaSept. 
23. Old Orchard Beach John E. Lowe 54 Rheumatic myocarditisS e p t .  2 3 . Old Orchard Beach Mary E. Williams 80 Chronic myocarditisOct. 1. Biddeford Leo J. Trembley 42 Uremic comaO c t .  2. Old Orchard Beach Ida E. Berry 66 Coronary thrombosisO c t. 6 . Old Orchard Beach Mary E. Stewart 68 Angina pectorisOct. 10. Old Orchard Beach Elizabeth A. Plummer 81 Broncho-pneumoniaOct. 10. Haverhill, Mass. Fred A. Cram 64 Duodenal ulcerNov. 5. Old Orchard Beach Agnes L. Herrick 82 Failure of heart compensationN o v .  
3 0 . Old Orchard Beach Emily J. Manley 92 Heart failure from pneumonia
ASSESSORS’ REPORT
Rate per M, for town, county and state, $24.00.
Rate per M, special limit tax, $11.00. 
Rate of assessment on polls, $3.00. 
Valuation of real estate, resident 
Valuation of real estate, non-resident
$2,110,775.00
1,959,015.00
Total valuation, real estate ............$1,069,790.00
Valuation of personal property, resident ... $ 150,400.00 
Valuation of personal property, non-resident 68,825.00
Total valuation, personal property ...$ 219,225.00







728 polls @ $3.00 ................... $ 2,184.00
Property tax committed to
collector .... .....................  146,625.32
------------ $148,809.32
BONDS, SERIAL
Appropriation, town ......................... $6,000.00
Appropriation, special ........................ 2,000.00
------------ $8,000.00
Paid Portland National Bank $2,000.00
Canal National Bank .................  2,000.00





Balance from contingent ................... 159.00
--------- $1,159.00
Abatements—J. J. Mullen .................  $152.00
Abatements—J. J- Mullen, polls ........  57.00
Paid Clinton C. Mewer, collector 950.00$1,159.00
Total town valuation
Selectm en's R ep o rt
ADVERTISING
Paid Daniel W. Hoegg, advertising
manager ........................... $1,347.22
Edward D. Kollock ................... 954.56
Pearl Fireworks Co.................... 910.00
John W. Queen ........................  450.00
Cumberland County Power &
Light Co..............................  428.61
Smith & Sale ............................. 419.50
State of Maine Pub. Bureau.......  225.00
Margaret Milliken, clerk ............  102.50
C. Fayette Staples Post .............. 95.00
Falmouth Hotel.........................  12.50
John A. Marshall ......................  18.25
H. A. Manning...........................  12.50
Montreal Motorists League ...... 18.00
Snowden Printery ....................  14.10
Sun-Journal ..............................  15.00
New England Council ................ 10.00
Griffin Engraving Co...................  15.50
Louis Gagne, rental for sign.......  25.00
F. G. Harmon, labor .................  11.70
Leon Jones, labor ......................  10.00
John F. Hutchinson ................... 14.00
Wm. H. Ingraham ..................... 21.05
Dorothy Wharff ........................ 15.12
Allen Show Print Co...................  48.33
J. G. Deering & Son .................  24.07
New England Sportsman Boat &
Show Co............................... 25.00
Portland (Me.) Publicity Bureau . 35.71
Portland Evening News..............  35.00
Reny Bros., printing .................  61.15
W. G Rumery, signs .. ............ 59.13
Appropriation ...................................$3,000.00




Everett Pettengill, labor ............
Clifton Tibbetts, labor ..............
Maurice Silverman, labor ..........
Everett Thompson ....................
W. E. Dunham Co......................
Fred I. Luce .............................
O. O. Publicity Bureau, stamps,
telegrams, etc.......................
American Railway Express .......
J. Henry Graham........................
Pearl Trembly, supplies ............

















CLEANING STREETS AND BEACH
Appropriation ........................
Paid J. W. Hersom, labor ......
Maurice Silverman, labor
Almon Tibbetts, labor .....
Everett Pettengill, labor...
A. J. King, team ...........
John Lowe, labor ...........
Charles Freeman, labor ...
Charles Norton, labor .....
John Harberger, labor .....
Robert H. Ingalls, labor ...
Z. D. Pepin, labor...........
Napoleon Bolduc, labor ..
Elliott Billings, truck ....
George Snow, labor .......
George Freeman, labor ....
C. H. Wyman, labor ....
Miles S. York, truck ......
H. S. Presby, truck.......
Francis Sutherland, labor
Francis Hogan, labor ....
Fred Letarte, labor .......

























Clarence DuDevoir, labor ......... 9.00
Harry E. Clark, truck ...............  4.00
Charles Hersom, labor... ............ 4.40
Charles H. Green, labor ............  3.20
Frank H. Libby, labor ...............  3.20
Everett M. Stewart, labor ......... 3.20
--------- $1,113.25
Overdrawn .........................  $13.25
CONTINGENT
No appropriation.
Received from licenses................................... $ 2,262.50
Supplementary ......................  479.90
Back tax deeds ......................  13,937.14
Excise taxes, J. J. Mullen .......  1,066.42
Polls, 1933, J. J. Mullen ......... 393.00
Back taxes, J. J. Mullen .........  673.90
Excise taxes, C. C. Mewer ...... 2,004.41
R. R. and telephone tax ......... 29.92
State of Maine, forestry .........  99.97
J. J. Mullen, back taxes ........... 16.03
Miscellaneous.........................  10.00
State of Maine, 3rd class road,
1933 ................................  1,700.69
State of Maine, bank stock .....  22.71
$22,696.59
Paid Victor Beaudette & Son, labor $ 140.10 
Cumberland County Power &
Light Co.............................. 67.55
Community Press, printing ...... 73.75
H. M. Googins, stamps, typing,
supplies ..............................  112.92
Charles F. Davis, spraying ...... 230.00
E. E. Gibbs, services ................ 7.00
Fred L. Gooch, labor ...............  36.67
Green Shoe Store, supplies ...... 31.64
Girard’s Garage, gas ...............  13.80
Herbert E. Greene, ballot clerk 24.00
A. H. Girard, labor 11.00
W alter Green. L a b o r  6.40
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Glad Gardens, supplies ............  .60
Geo. Galey, labor ....................  1.00
Emerson Cummings, labor .......  5.80
R. P. Clement, supplies ............  2.65
Mrs. Earle Campbell ...............  20.13
V. W. Clark, labor .........   4.20
H. E. Clark, labor ....................  21.00
R. L. Conant, labor .................  14.00
Ruth Cote, ballot clerk ............  8.00
Beatrice Corbeil, labor ............  1.00
Barber Butler, Inc., supplies ....  37.70
George Beaudette, labor ..........  4.50
Boys’ Club ..............................  4.25
Hattie Burnham, labor ............  1.80
Alice Libby, labor ........    1.80
Ben Branham Co., supplies ...... 6.33
Burroughs Adding Machine Co.,
repairs ................................ 5.00
Gertrude Bossie, labor .............. 12.00
Boston & Maine R. R................ 7.69
Louis Balkan, census .............. 40.00
Biddeford Journal, printing ...... 18.00
P. H. Abbott, M. D., services .... 27.50
American Red Cross ...............  2.00
Solomon Abisalih, supplies ...... 4.80
Albert Armstrong, supplies ...... 2.50
Assessors, stamps ................... 8.00
Wm. Allen, labor ....................  9.96
The American City .................  1.90
Walter Burnham, labor ............  9.60
Omer Bill, truck ......................  16.00
A. J. Blow, truck ....................  20.00
H. L. Bryant, labor .................  24.00
A. Burr, florists ........................ 50.70
Biddeford & Saco Water Co......  34.00
E. W. Burbank, supplies ......... 9.25
Banker & Tradesman .............. 10.00
H. Critchley, labor ................... 6.40
Edwards & Walker Co., supplies 16.14
Ida M. Elden, supplies ............  2.00
Ansel Davis, M. D., services .... 25.00
Albert H. Day, labor .............   15.00
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Benj. A. Downes, labor ............  14.30
Daniel Dickie, labor ...............  4.20
Diamond Match Co., supplies .... 2.24
Jas. J. Downey, labor...............  12.50
Chas. S. Day ........................... 5.65
Walter F. Emmons, ballot clerk 12.00
Wilbur F. Emmons, ballot clerk
and labor ...........................  30.20
A. F. Ellingwood, labor ..........  52.96
Raymond Downes, labor ......... 11.20
Evans Remnant Co., supplies .... 13.69
L. M. Fowler, Jr., truck............  28.00
S. B. Furbish, labor ................ 1.00
L. M. Fowler, labor.................  8.10
Clifford Freeman, labor ........... 3.00
George Freeman, labor ............  17.60
Charles Freeman, labor............  3.60
Leo Farrington, labor .............. 64.00
Robert H. Ingalls, labor ........... 9.60
Chas. H. Green, labor ..............  12.00
Augusta expenses, CWA and
FERA projects ................... 51.97
Geo. Grover, truck ................... 8.50
John Hayes, Jr., labor ............  58.60
Maud E. Hamilton, services...... 5.00
E. Hattersley, labor .................  6.00
Samuel Harrisburg, taxi ........... 5.50
Wm. G. Harmon, supplies .......  12.90
M. E. Hill Co., bonds, gravel,
CWA project ......................  252.25
Heseltine & Tuttle Co., supplies 8.39
Hobart Cabinet Co., supplies....  26.90
Agnes Hoctor, services ............  50.00
Mrs. John Hoctor, services ...... 10.00
John Hayes, labor....................  26.40
Chas. Hersom, labor ................ 63.20
Leon H. Kelley, supplies .........  1.50
J. Kennett & Son, supplies ...... 5.68
Kennett Hardware Co., supplies 116.71
A. J. King, team and labor.......  34.40
Chas. Keith, truck ...................  28.20
Otto Knack, labor ...................  1.20
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Chas. Kirkpatrick, labor ........... 12.00
Geo. E. Kirkpatrick, labor .......  39.00
Kimball Garage, supplies ......... 3.36
Libby & Dow, services ............  58.30
J. B. Larochelle, labor .............. 40.93
Loring, Short & Harmon, sup­
plies ...................................  23.38
Clifford Lambert, labor ............  .50
Fred Letarte, labor .................  19.30
Everett Leger, labor ...............  76.30
F. I. Luce, supplies ................ 96.22
L. W. Leavitt, supplies ............  18.75
John LaPoint, labor ...............  2.40
Lucy Landor, register ............  31.00
Frank H. Libby, labor ............  9.60
Irving C. Lyon, labor...............  10.00
Loring Print Co., supplies .......  41.75
Geo. R. Love, M. D., services .... 10.00
John Lowe, labor ....................  10.80
Albert Lehoullier, labor ..........  6.00
A. Lemire, labor ....................  8.00
C. J. Lewis, labor ....................  11.20
Frank Leighton, labor ............  4.00
Wilrose Leger, labor ...............  3.20
Maurice Silverman, labor ......... 14.80
Francis Sutherland, labor......... 7.70
E. M. Stewart, labor ...............  68.40
F. E. Swinington, labor ..........  71.10
Standard Oil Co., supplies .......  15.66
H. F. Sanborn, labor ...............  5.07
Sam’s Place, labor ................... 2.75
Bertha Smith, refund taxes ...... 132.16
Solmer Bros., supplies ............  1.00
C. P. Seavey, supplies .............. 6.00
Mullen Grocery Co., supplies .... 5.46
Clyde MacDonald, truck ..........  39.50
Harry McCray, labor...............  18.19
Jos. J. Mullen, tax, sale ............  730.50
Joseph Moran, labor .....    .40
Murphy Carton Co., printing .... 273.21
Mewer & Gilpatrick ...............  50.00
Ernest Murphy, labor .............. 3.00
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J. D. MacDonald, supplies ....   1.60
Henry Murphy, labor .............. 20.00
New England Tel. & Tel. Co....  107.91
Chas. Norton, labor .................  12.80
H. A. G. Milliken Est., gravel,
CWA .................................  96.78
J. P. Nurse, labor ....................  9.10
Nat’l Bank of Commerce ......... 5.70
W. J. C. Milliken, supplies ...... 1.00
C. C. Mewer, cement and labor 139.05
Nick’s Cafeteria, supplies ......... 39.35
R. McNalley, labor ................... .80
Nat’l Colortype Co., Inc............. 11.05
Francis Prue, labor .................  1.00
J. R. Paquin, labor ................... 30.00
J. C. Penney Co., supplies .......  11.19
Norah Perkins, ballot clerk ...... 24.00
Everett Pettengill, labor .........  12.40
Emma Octeau, labor ...............  7.31
Wendall Pettengill, labor .........  14.80
A. S. Pettengill, labor .............. 3.20
Old Orchard Sign Co.....  3.00
Paradis Bros., supplies ............  7.88
C. M. Rice Paper Co., supplies 2.52
Roberts Office Supply Co., sup­
plies ...................................  42.97
Edw. M. Rix, labor........ 12.20
W. G. Rumery, labor........... .... 39.00
Royal Typewriter Co., supplies 4.00
Fred Kasper, labor ................... 104.20
Grace M. Rudley, register of
deeds .................................. 56.14
Susie Robinson, refund tax . 12.00
The Rex Co., supplies .............. 2.00
Russell A. Rix, labor ................ 9.60
Arthur W. Richardson, supplies 1.00
Joe N. Roberts, labor....  3.75
Remington-Rand, Inc., supplies 2.00
B. S. Rosenberg, supplies . ......  1.36
J. G. Ricker, labor ...................  12.30
Juliette Rioux, labor ............  20.00
J. A. Randall, M. D., services .... 4.50
Town of Sanford ...............   7.00
J. O. Sansoucy, services ......... 21.00
Andrew Scontras, labor ..........  1.65
B. Simpson, labor .....   2.40
Maurice G. Smith Co., supplies 4.62
H. E. Sait, supplies .................  1.80
Smith & Sale, supplies ............  71.35
Saco Dairy Co., supplies .........  54.86
W. H. Staples, labor ...............  14.30
Fred Simonds, supplies ............  16.00
Seaside House .........................  41.00
Paul Sicard, supplies ...............  16.18
Treasurer of State ................... 85.14
Fred. L. Tower Co., supplies ....  41.50
Trull Hospital .........................  8.25
Webber Hospital ....................  13.00
Traffic Equipment Co., supplies 20.00
Ashley L. Tarbox, labor .........  9.00
Martha Trafton, labor and ballot
clerk...................................  74.40
Mary Treanor. ballot clerk .......  3.00
Leo Trembly, supplies ............  5.23
Clifton Tibbetts, labor ............  11.60
Walter M. Towle, labor ........... 2.40
Philip Tardif, labor .................  9.60
H. E. Trafton, labor .................  2.00
Newell White, supplies ............  8.00
Wharff’s Express ....................  4.55
C. H. Wyman, labor ...............  9.40
W. E. Youland, supplies ......... 3.40
Vermont Dairy System, supplies .90
Clement P. Wight ................... 300.00
Van’s Cafe, supplies .................  6.90
Katherine L. Whitman, ballot
clerk...................................  8.00
Y. D. Station, supplies ............  .70
Webb-Smith Printing Co., print­
ing ..................................... 70.00
Doris Jones ............................. 2.10
J. J. Mullen, supplies ...............  .84
State of Maine, tax bal., 1933 .... 6,560.02
21
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Transfer to commissions, as per
vote ...................................  159.00
Transfer to highways, new
FIRE DEPARTMENT
Appropriation ................................... $7,250.00
Received refund, uniforms .................  138.25
Received, Old Orchard House ............  2.04
Received, Fred I. Luce ......................  1.60
--------- $7,391.89
Paid Theodore H. Mingo, chief ......... $1,635.00
William R. Murphy, fireman ...... 700.00
Charles Kirkpatrick, fireman ...... 812.80
Walter Cockerille, fireman ......... 300.00
Henry Stewart, assistant............  110.00
J. J Scripter, foreman ...............  80.00
Wendall Pettengill, fireman ...... 75.00
Walter D. Lake, fireman ........... 75.00
Otto Knack, fireman .................  75.00
Harry McCray, fireman ............  75.00
Fred L. Gooch, fireman .............. 75.00
Albert Lehoullier, fireman .........  65.62
Omer Bille, fireman ................... 75.00
Forest Randall, fireman ............  75.00
Ashley L. Tarbox, fireman .........  56.25
Harold Wharff, fireman.............. 75.00
Charles H. Green, fireman ......... 75.00
Frank H. Libby, fireman ........... 75.00
William Surette, fireman ........... 75.00
Edward M. Rix, fireman ............  53.12
William Allen, fireman ............ . 75.00
Everett Leger, fireman ............  75.00
Ernest H. Powers, fireman .........  75.00
Wilrose Leger, fireman .............. 9.37
Cumberland County Power &
Light Co.............................. 647.09
Standard Oil Co., gas ...............  233.67
L. W. Leavitt, fuel ....................  129.62
M. E. Hill Co., insurance ........... 107.50
C. C. Mewer, labor................... 100.00
Boston Woven Wire Co., hose .... 500.00
W. H. Staples, labor and supplies 300.00
23
Kennett Hardware Co., supplies .. 29.94
American Lafrance Co., supplies 76.56
F. Glenn Harmon, labor ............ 12.27
Wharff’s Express ......................  17.07
A. R. Wright Coal Co., coal .....  65.04
James Speirs Co., supplies ......... 77.92
Standard Chemical Co., supplies 15.00
D. S. Elliott, supplies ..............  15.00
P. L. Roberts, supplies .....................     49.75
P r in te r ’s N o te
The following is the last end. of the Contingent Fund Report 
and should appear on the facing page continuing after the 
word "new" in the item “Transfer to highways, new streets, 
as per vote." The error being made by us.
streets, as per vote ............  800.00
Transfer to interest, as per vote 3,586.15 
Transfer to poor dept., as per vote 392.33 
Transfer to town officers, as per
vote ................................... 651.43
Transfer to town team, as per
vote ................................... 115.71
Transfer to sewer dept., as per
vote ..................    1.474.08




T. H. Mingo, supplies ...............  4.35
E. M. Stewart, labor ................ .40
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Kennett Hardware Co., supplies .. 29.94
American Lafrance Co., supplies 76.56
F. Glenn Harmon, labor ..   12.27
Wharff’s Express ......................  17.07
A. R. Wright Coal Co., coal ..... 65.04
James Speirs Co., supplies .........  77.92
Standard Chemical Co., supplies 15.00
D. S. Elliott, supplies ...............  15.00
P. L. Roberts, supplies ..............  49.75
Gamewell Co., supplies .............. 29.27
Barsch Cap Co., supplies............  75.50
Henry Beaudette, labor ............  13.50
Fred Rowe Co., supplies ............  75.70
New England Tel. & Tel. Co..... 59.75
Clyde MacDonald, labor ........... 11.50
Morris Sacknoff & Sons, supplies 10.26
E. Corey & Co., supplies ..........  28.00
J. E. Goold & Co., supplies......... 42.90
Direct Sales Co., supplies ......... 30.13
Pressure Snubber Co., supplies .... 10.00
Sentry Sales Co., supplies .........  1.75
H. S. Melcher Co., supplies.......  8.96
Knight Holt Co., supplies .........  2.40
M. F. Bragdon Paint Co., supplies 2.40
W. A. Wood, supplies .............. 2.50
E. E. Holt, M. D........................  5.00
Fred Letarte, labor ................... 2.40
Portland Rubber Co., supplies .... 6.00
Norfolk Paint & Varnish Co.,
supplies ..............................  5.00
Walter M. Towle, labor.............. 8.60
Henry Murphy, labor ...............  1.40
Green Shoe Store, supplies.........  1.58
C. M. Rice Paper Co., supplies .... 4.75
Lafayette Garage, supplies .........  2.00
George Beaudette, labor ............  7.00
J. G. Deering & Son, supplies...... 1.51
Talbot, Brooks & Ayer, supplies .. 1.05
T. H. Mingo, supplies ...............  4.35
E. M. Stewart, labor .................  .40
John Lowe, labor ......................  .80
--------- $7,707.95
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Overdrawn .........................  $316.06
FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Appropriation ...................................  $600.00
Received from State ................   42.00
---------  $642.00
Paid Katie L. Luce, treasurer ..............  $642.00
HIGHWAY AND BRIDGES
Appropriation ................................. $9,200.00
Received, Biddeford & Saco R. R. Co. 105.60
Received, State of Maine .................  629.61
Received, contingent, as per vote...... 800.00
Received, Biddeford & Saco Water Co. 3.00
--------- $10,738.21
Paid George A. Ricker, road com­
missioner   $746.00
L. M. Fowler, Jr., truck ........... 599.00
Miles S. York, truck .................  339.17
H. E. Clark, truck................... 303.00
Harold Wharff, truck...............  237.51
Charles Kirkpatrick, tractor ...... 251.91
Elliott Billings, truck .............. 307.70
Clyde MacDonald, truck ........... 324.60
John Hayes, truck and labor ....  260.60
James J. Downey, truck .........  186.50
L. A. Robinson, truck ..............  120.00
Arthur J. Blow, truck ..............  215.20
E. H. Townsend, truck ..........  184.60
Francis Townsend, truck .......... 237.00
Fred Kasper, labor ................... 100.30
William Allen, labor.................  161.80
Everett Pettengill, truck and
labor ................................  106.30
Maurice Silverman, labor .........  146.80
George C. Stuart, labor ........... 116.90
James G. Ricker, labor ............... 241.50
A. J. King, team ......................  157.00
D. Gifford, labor ..................... 60.75
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Walter Hayes, labor.................  93.60
Wendall Pettengill, labor ......... 68.00
J. Lombard, labor ....................  48.40
Wm. N. Varbadue, labor .........  17.20
Charles Freeman, labor ............  74.00
W. H. Staples, labor ...............  27.40
Leo Farrington, labor .............. 46.80
Frank H. Libby, labor.............. 56.40
Theo Manduca, labor .............. 30.40
Forest Randall, truck .............. 13.25
F. Hersom, labor ................... 17.40
Ray Conant, labor....................  22.00
E. Delaney, labor ................... 23.20
Francis Sutherland, labor ......... 23.40
H. A. T. Meyers, labor ............  22.00
Phillip Tardif, labor ...............  27.20
Albert Pettengill, Jr., labor ...... 39.60
Sumner Fenderson, labor .........  17.60
H. S. Presby, truck .................  13.50
Henry Murphy, labor .............. 73.60
W. R. Hobbs, labor .................  30.00
Robert Ingalls, labor ...............  32.00
C. H. Wyman, labor.................  27.20
Carleton Fenderson, truck......... 14.80
Francis Prue, labor................... 63.20
Royal Letarte, labor.................  18.80
Melvin Gray, labor .................  67.40
Walter M. Towle, labor ........... 24.40
Charles Fearon, labor...............  27.20
K. P. MacICenzie, labor ............  28.60
Mitchell McCarn, truck ............  40.00
J. B. Larochelle, truck ............  16.00
Henry J. Gifun, labor .............. 31.60
Clinton Martin, labor ...............  11.20
I. H. Morgan, labor..................  35.40
Everett Leger, labor ...............  56.00
Emerson Cummings, labor .......  75.20
Russell A. Rix, labor ...............  70.80
Samuel Dimais, labor .............. 46.00
Jesse J. Scripter, labor ............  10.00
Otto Knack, labor ....................  47.20
Ernest Murphy, labor .............. 49.60
John Conners, labor ...............  26.80
Irving C. Lyon, truck...............  47.00
Omer Bill, truck .....................  69.00
Joseph Moran, labor.................  25.60
Almon Tibbetts, labor ............  20.20
Charles York, labor ........................20.60
Napoleon LaCasse, labor .........  21.00
John Lowe, labor ....................  98.40
Benj. A. Downes, labor............  79.60
Norris Marshall, labor ..............  92.85
W. Norad, labor ......................  16.40
V. W. Clark, labor ................... 45.20
W. Schoolcraft, labor .............. 23.60
Charles Norton, labor...............  46.80
J. Abisalih, labor.................. 14.80
J. H. Gibson, labor ................... 28.20
Harry Critchley, labor..............  24.40
Harry Marcotte, labor ............  9.60
Clarence DuDevoir, labor .......  51.60
Clifford Freeman, labor............  15.60
Harold Walsh, labor .................  44.80
F. DeGrace, labor ................... 18.40
E. Hattersley, labor ..............  10.80
Francis Hogan, labor ..............  41.20
E. M. Rix, labor ..................... 109.20
Albert S. Pettengill, labor.........  97.60
Don Whitney, labor.................  30.80
Charles H. Green, labor............  41.20
Leslie Eastman, labor .............. 19.20
Albert Lehoullier, labor ........... 30.40
Harold F. Andrews, truck and
labor .................................. 63.40
Fred O. Watkins, labor ............  24.80
Charles Keith, truck .................  33.50
Irving Shorey, labor ................ 18.60
Fred Letarte, labor .................  37.60
A. Lemire, labor ......................  24.80
Walter Freeman, labor ............  12.80
E. M. Stewart, labor ................ 71.20
Daniel Crowley, labor ............  16.00
Burton Ellis, labor .................  17.60
C. S Burnham ...........     75.85
26
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John Hayes, Jr.......................... 14.00
Frank Nichols, labor ......   16.20
Arthur Springer, labor ........... 19.60
George Snow, labor ...............  10.80
Tom Emmons, labor ...............  12.00
A. Sante, labor ........................ 12.00
Wilrose Leger, labor ...............  16.40
Herman L. Bryant, labor .........  25.60
Daniel Pepin, labor................... 33.20
Clifton Tibbetts, labor ............  13.10
P. Lemire, labor ......................  26.00
Harry Fineburg, labor ............  36.80
Alex Gagnon, labor .................  17.60
J. W. Hersom, labor ...............  50.40
L. Simpson, labor .................. 17.80
Walter Burnham, labor ............  16.40
James Fitzgibbons, labor .........  10.00
Gutterson & Gould, supplies ....  10.00
Sam’s Place, supplies ...............  24.80
Samuel Harrisburg, taxi .........  7.00
Edwards & Walker Co., supplies 11.25 
R. H. Files & H. J. O’Keefe Co.,
supplies ............................. 50.00
Bancroft & Martin, supplies ...... 171.60
E. Corey & Co., supplies .........  11.25
Chas. S. Chase Co.....................  140.75
Jeffrey Thompson, welding ...... 20.75
Eastern Tractor Co...................  145.46
Megquier & Jones, supplies ...... 4.65
Standard Od Co........................  3.65
Walter McDowell, labor .........  4.00
L. Neault, labor ....................  6.00
Frank Conant, labor ...............  3.20
Clifford Lambert, labor ............  6.40
E. M. Fenderson, labor ............  40.00
Ross Caswell, labor .................  6.40
Frank Seavey, labor .................  1.60
Wm. R. Murphy, labor ............  8.50
Wharff’s Express ....................  8.55
Leo Trembly, supplies ............  1.84
J. Kennett & Son, supplies .......  9.35
Kennett Hardware Co., supplies 296.33
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M. E. Hill, gravel ................... 529.10
O. O. Variety Store, supplies.. 2.00
Dion P. Chandler, labor............  .80
Geo. Galey, labor ....................  9.20
Louis Aries, labor....................  8.40
Harry Sait, labor......................  8.80
Paul Sicard, labor ................... 2.50
Rolliston Cushman, labor .........  2.80
W. White, labor ......................  2.80
W. G. Rumery, signs ..............  2.50
John Jones, labor ....................  7.60
John Harberger, labor ............  9.40
J. Lessard, labor ......................  8.80
Edward Martin, labor ..............  4.80
Z. Bolduc, labor........................ 5.20
Fred DuDevoir, labor ..............  1.60
C. E. Carlson, labor .................  1.60
F. Mewer, labor ....................  6.80
F. H. Clark, labor ..................  3.60
Robert Townsend, labor ........... 2.80
D. Shorey, labor ..........................  4.40
Wm. Lemieux, labor .................. 8.00'
H. Standeven, labor .................... 2.00
Walter Green, labor ...................  4.80
W. Brenan, labor ........................  3.60
John Hoctor, labor....................... 9.60
H. Nicolarson, labor ..................  7.60
W. Lanoue, labor ........................  4.80
John Hutchinson, labor ............... 4.80
W. Downey, labor ....................... 6.40
Roy’s Home Service.....................  8.15
C. J. Lewis, labor ........................  2.40
Geo. Decker, Jr., labor ................  4.00
Allen Filling Station, supplies .... 1.00
George Staples, labor ..................  3.20
Max Bellevue, labor .....................  8.00
Geo. McAllister, labor ..............  9.60
Napoleon Bolduc, labor.... ........  5.40
F. G. Harmon, labor...............  5.00
Charles Hersom. labor ............  52.60
J. G. Deering & Son, supplies .... 68.27
Magrath’s Garage, supplies ........  63.07
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Knight Holt Co., supplies .........  7.70
Bishop & Martel, supplies .......  15.61
Paradis Bros., supplies ............  2.41
Isaac Chase, labor ........................  9.60
C. R. Spaulding, labor . ................  7.20
F. Grover, labor . ........................  2.80
H. Cameron, labor ....................... 5.40
Herbert Googins, labor ........... 1.20
G. Merrill, labor .......................... 5.20
J. Smith, labor ..................    2.00
H. Menard, labor ........................  4.80
R. Williamson, labor ...................  3.60
Lester Dow, labor.....................   2.00
Earl Rumery, labor .....................  7.80





Paid Biddeford & Saco Water Co.... $8,785.00
INTEREST—TOWN AND SPECIAL
Appropriation, special ........................$2,070.00
Appropriation, town ........................... 900.00
Appropriation, notes .........................  700.00
Tax deeds, interest ...........................  844.07
Tax interest, C. C. Mewer, collector .... 85.18
Interest refund .................................  20.00
Balance from contingent ....................  3,586.15
--------- $8,205.40
Paid Portland National Bank ............ $3,055.51
York National Bank .................  1,587.43
National Bank of Commerce,
Portland ............................. 2,115.00
Canal National Bank ...............  550.00
Miscellaneous notes ..........   897.16
--------- $8,205.40
LIFE GUARDS
Appropriation ...................................  $1,500.00
Paid Geo. C. Stuart, captain ............  $240.34
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John Metcalf, guard ................... 198.00
Hamilton Milgate, guard ........... 198.00
Edward Entwistle, guard .........  198.50
John Redmond, guard ......   198.00
Franklin G. Redmond, guard ...... 198.00
Gilbert C. Garland, guard .......  198.00
The Harris Co., supplies ............  7.65
Kennett Hardware Co., supplies .. 8.45
Chas. A. Dolbier ........................ 15.00
Ambrose Leighton, supplies ...... 31.50
--------- $1,491.4?
Unexpended ........................ $8.50
REPORT OF CHIEF OF POLICE FOR YEAR 1934
During the year 1934 it was the policy of the police 
department to assist those in trouble whenever possible, 
Due to this fact, the number of arrests made was con­
siderably less than for the past few years.
In spite of the fact that our appropriation was one 
hundred dollars less than last year, I am much pleased 
to be able to show an unexpended balance of $349.04 for 
the year.
During the spring we maintained a police school under 
the supervision of Dr. Malone of Portland. I wish at 
this time to thank him for the many kindnesses which 
he extended to our department.
I also wish to thank the business men and town officials 
as well as the men on the force for their splendid cooper­




RECORD OF ARRESTS FOR YEAR 1934
Assault ...............................................................  20
Adultery ............................................................  2
Begging ........... ..................................................  1
Breaking and entering.................   2
Crime against Nature ........................................  1
D riv ing w ithout license ................................     2
31
Drunken driving ...............................  6
Forgery .............................................................  1
Fornication ........................    1
Fugitive from Justice .......      1
Hit and run ....................................................... 1
Hitch hiking .....................................................  6
Indecent exposure ............................    1
Interfering with officer ......................................  1
Illegal possession ............................................... 2
Improper license ............................................... 2
Intoxication .......................................................  54
Larceny .............    6
Leaving scene of accident ...................................  2
Operating without health license ........................ 1
Panhandling ....................................................... 1
Profanity ..........................................................  1
Rape ..................................................................  1
Reckless driving ...........................   4
Setting fires ....................................................... 3
Slander ............................................ ................. 1
Suspicious person ................................... .......  2
Soliciting prostitution ....  1
Vagrancy ..........................................................  88
Total arrests, 1934 ......................................  215
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Appropriation ................................... $7,000.00
Received, Biddeford & Saco Water Co. 2.40
Received, insurance ........................... 43.20
Received, refund, uniforms, badges, etc. 164.25
Received, telephone tolls ................... 3.90
Received, Boston & Maine R. R........... 41.00
--------- $7,254.75
Paid Carl H. Davis, chief .................$ 625.00
Wilbur G. Rumery, deputy chief 365.50
Herbert E. Trafton, captain .......  515.75
Wilbur F. Emmons, night patrol­
man ...................................  l,020.30
Irving C. Lyon, sergeant ..........  311.94
Everett Leger, motorcycle officer 361.55
Lewis M. Fowler, patrolman ...... 435.58
Benjamin A. Downes, patrolman 472 20
Edward M. Rix, patrolman......... 303.00
Herbert E. Greene, patrolman .... 288.00
Alex Gagnon, patrolman ..........  288.60
Alfred Letarte, patrolman ......... 264.37
Clifford Freeman, patrolman ...... 289.80
David L. Mulcahy, patrolman .... 271.80
Fred L. Gooch, patrolman ......... 116.60
Donald C. Jones, patrolman .......  137.00
V. W. Clark, patrolman ............  83.40
Asa F. Ellingwood, patrolman ..... 75.00
Hiram V. Parish, patrolman ...... 21.60
John Lowe, patrolman ............  39.60
Chas. B. Littlefield, patrolman .... 38.60
George Decker, Jr., patrolman .... 9.80
W. H. Staples, labor ...............  10.00
F. G. Harmon, labor................... 10.89
C. D. Reese, supplies .................  6.06
Edwards & Walker, supplies ...... 37.45
Community Press, printing .......  6.75
A. J. Fenderson ........................ 2.00
Stanley Yates, taxi ................... 1.00
Samuel Harrisburg, taxi ............  20.50
Magrath’s Garage, gas and oil ... 18.29
Oren Hooper’s Sons, supplies ....  44.00
Sam’s Place, supplies .................  7.80
People’s Laundry ......................  .74
Henry Beaudette, labor ............  3.25
G. C. Stuart, labor .................. 1.50
Traffic Equipment Co............  22.55
M. Linsky & Bros., supplies ....  101.25
Gamewell Co.........................  25.00
New England Telephone Co., tolls 160.05
Kennett Hardware Co., supplies .. 8.99
Fred Kasper, labor ................... 5.80
Charlotte Doughty, police matron 34.80





State of Maine ..................................  893.81
#2
City of Biddeford ................... ............. 75.36
Town of Kennebunk ................... .....  16.00
Town of Windsor, Vt.......................... 95.00
Refund ..............................................  2.00
Balance from contingent ................... 392.33
--------- $5,974.50
Paid J. B. Larochelle, wood and coal .... $376.74
L. W. Leavitt, coal and wood.....  200.00
Harry McCray, fuel oil ............  62.55
J. Kennett & Son, groceries .......  79.03
Mullen Grocery Co., groceries .... 187.53
R. P. Clement, groceries ............  81.21
Fred Simonds, groceries ............  22.90
Paradis Bros., groceries ............  178.26
Leo Trembly, groceries ............  237.79
Saco Dairy Co., milk .................  69.51
Arthur W. Richardson, milk ...... 6.10
Leavitt Inn, board ....................  356.73
J. J. Scripter, board ................... 178.50
Mrs. Norah Perkins, board ......... 330.00
Geo. H. Matthews, board ......... 745.00
Mary E. Gray, board .................  115.00
L. Simpson, board ....................  275.00
Mrs. J. A. Googins, board ......... 105.00
Emma Guild, rent ......................  40.00
Amanda L. Watson, board ......... 45.65
Helen Gray, board ................... 57.00
Kate M. Trotter, board .............. 37.90
G. H. Fenderson, milk ...............  133.07
H. F. McCrellis, board .............. 24.00
City of Biddeford, board ............  148.80
City of Saco, board ................... 212.20
Town of Garland........................ 90.50
Leon Nemon, M. D., services ....  18.00
W. E. Lightle, M. D., services .... 6.00
A. G. Wiley, M. D., services.......  4.50
J. A. Randall, M. D., services .... 97.25
Webber Hospital ......................  35.00
Maine Eye & Ear Infirmary ...... 80.00
Trull Hospital ...........................  12.00
F. X. Emond ............................. 60.00
Dennett & Craig .........    118.00
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H. E. Hayes & Son .................  100.00
Harry C. Quimby ....................  108.00
J. G. Ricker ..............................  10.00
W. H. Staples ...........................  1.12
A. J. Blow ................................ 15.00
C. P. Wight, rent ......................  13.00
Milliken Ice Co., supplies ........  6.53
IGA Stores, groceries.................  22.00
Modern Shoe Co., supplies ......... 1.50
Celia Eastman, board ...............  35.00
Clifford Freeman, care ...............  18.00
A. M. Seavey, rent ....................  3.50
L. Neault, care ............  5.00
J. G. Dickerson, supplies ..........  8.00
W. E. Youland Co., supplies ...... 1.70
J. C. Penney Co., supplies ......... 3.17
Green Shoe Co., supplies ....... . 13.43
Sadie Neault, laundry .............. 1.25
Walter F. Emmons, supplies ...... 5.80
Percy’s Pharmacy, supplies .......  1.00
H. P. Atkinson, supplies .........  4.75
McLellan Stores, supplies ......... .60
James Noble, labor ................... 6.00
State of Maine .........................  124.37
Kennett Hardware Co., supplies 1.59
Dora Leavitt, board .................  54.00
P. J. Farley, express .................  17.50
Boston & Maine R. R., freight ... 5.66
Jos. R. Woolf, M. D., services ...... 22.50
Gertrude Bossie, labor ...............  4.00
I. Goldman, supplies .................  1.50
Fannie E. Milliken, rent .........  120.00
Charles W. Stone, board ............  109.00
F. E. Small, M. D., services......... 7.00
Cumberland County Power &
Light Co.............................. 25.66
Biddeford & Saco Water Co.......  32.00
American Clothing Co................  16.90
George R. Love, M. D., services .... 36.00
Clarence B. Holt, M. D., services 10.00
Roy’s Home Service ............  5.00
H. E. Clark, express ................ 7.50
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Ella Wilson ..............................  7.00
Annie L. Hewes, board .............. 18.00
Romeo Biladeau ........................ 137.50
Solomon Abisalih, supplies .........  .75
--------- $5,974.50
PUBLIC TOILET
Received from lock and c....................  $2,247.36
Paid Fred Kasper, caretaker ..............  $374.30
Albert S. Pettengill, caretaker .... 208.94
Inez Wilcox, matron ................  159.00
Maggie Allen, matron ..............  144.25
Biddeford & Saco Water Co.......  495.00
Cumberland County Power &
Light Co................. 37.20
American Coin Lock Co., rental 192.83
Prominent Specialty Co., supplies 44.88
Morgan Paper Co., supplies ....... 34.50
C. M. Rice Paper Co., supplies .... 44.65
Rochester Germicide Co., supplies 30.00
Armour & Co., supplies ............. 4.48
A. P. Lary, labor ......................  51.45
W. B. Robinson, labor ..............  22.40
Kennett Hardware Co., supplies 3.32
Standard Brush Co., supplies ..... 3.94
Everett Pettengill, labor ........... 6.00
A. Lemire, labor ........................  2.00
The Rex Co., signs ....................  4.50
White Star Laundry ................  9.59
Wharff’s Express ......................  1.10
Unity Sales Co., supplies ........... 5.75
Mullen Grocery Co., supplies ..... .56
Samuel Harrisburg, taxi ........... 1.75
Edwards & Walker Co., supplies 3.00
Solomon Abisalih, supplies ......... 1.50
M. E. Hill Co., insurance ..........  10.00
Stone Forsyth Co., supplies ....... 19.75






Received from Mrs. H. E. Foss ........  68.20
Received from John Hancock Ins. Co. 33.25 
Received from Metropolitan Ins. Co. 193.00
--------- $1,794.41
Paid Mrs. Harriet E. Foss . ......... $1,475.00
Agnes Hoctor ....................    163.50
Elizabeth Stewart ....................  25.00
Walter F. Emmons, supplies ..... 8.95
--------- $1,672.45
Unexpended ......................  $122.00
Number of individuals receiving care:
Infants .................................................................  39
Pre-School ...........................................................  112
School child ............................   401
Pre-Natal ............................................................  19
Maternity .............................................................  9
Other adults .................................  75
Instructive
Infants ....................  156
Pre-School ..............  292
School child ........... 54
Pre-Natal ............... 68
Other adults ........... 41
Social service ....   39
Total .................  650
REPORT OF PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING 
SERVICE
To the Board of Selectmen and Citizens of the Town of 
Old Orchard Beach, Maine:
Herewith is submitted the report of the Public Health 
Nursing Service.
1,843 visits were made during the year, divided as 
follows:
Nursing
Infants ..................  88
Pre-School ............  53
School child ........... 49
Pre-Natal ..............  1
Delivery ................  3
Maternity.......... 34










Number of Well Baby Conferences held ..............  48
Attendance...........................................................  232
Number of patients taken to Hospitals and Clinics
for treatment ...................................   19
I wish to express my appreciation and thanks to the 
physicians, various departments and organizations for 
their cooperation which has made possible this program 
of health service to the community.
Respectfully submitted,
HARRIET E. FOSS, R. N.
C a s e
N o . N o .  C h i l d r e n A d u l t s I n c o m e K e g . R e n t A i d R E M A R K S
1. ____ 1 — — — Town Aged






Town Mentally incompetent to care 
for self
4 . 1 2 $12.00 week No $3.50 week No
5 .
—
2 ? No Owner
Mortgaged
Part time Aged
6 . 3 1 None — — State
7. Same as No. 5
8 . ____ 1 None Kept by friends
9 . 3 3 $12.00 week No $3.00 week No
1 0 . 5 2 CWA No Owner
Mortgaged
No
11. 2 2 CWA No $4.00 No
1 2 . 2 2 — — — — Works for board as housekeeper
1 3 . 1 2 Seasonal No Boards No
1 4 . 1 State
15. 1 Town
1 6 . 2 2 $12.00 week No $3.00 week No
17. 1 2 None Owner
Mortgaged
No
1 8 . 5 2 CWA No p No
1 9 . 1 2 $12.00 week No $3.50 No
2 0 . 4 2 CWA No Owner
Mortgaged
2 1 . 3
? Yes Owner Long sickness
2 2 . 2 Small pension Yes No Both aged
2 3 . 5
2 $20.00? Yes Owner
Mortgaged
1 visit, man died
2 4 . 2 No Owner Part time
2 5 . See No. 18




27. 2 Owner No Long illness, will not work again
28. 1 2 $12.00 No $4.00 week
29. 6 2 Town employee Irregular Owner
30. 3 1 Owner Town
31. 1 ? Sent for investigation, mental 
case
32. 1 Adequate Owner Aged—refused to pay
33. 2 $12.00 No $3.00 week
34. 3 Irregular Owner
35. 3 $12.00 No $3.50
36. 1 None Chronic illness
37. 7 2 CWA 
Misc. work
No ?
38. 7 2 $25.00 Irregular Owner No
39. 5 2 Linen shop 
salesman
p Sheriff attached car and other 
properties
40. 5 2 Clam digger Irregular Owner
Mortgaged
41. 2 Irregular Owner
Mortgaged
Long illness, no funds





Mother and daughter invalids
43. 1 None Boards Needs aid
44. 6 3 Clam diggers Irregular Part time 
Scarboro
45. 5 2 Small Irregular $15.00 month Winter, town
46. 1 2 Small Irregular Owner
Mortgaged
47. 1 2 None at present Father-in-law 
keeping family
48. 3 2 $12.00 $3.50 Illness of father caused family 
to need aid




Appropriation .........  ........................  $5,000.00
Paid F. Townsend, contract and c.......$1,223.20
L. M. Fowler, Jr., truck and labor 913.00 
H. S. Presby, truck and labor .... 557.00
Janies J. Downey, truck and labor 304.00 
Elliott Billings, truck and labor 107.00 
L. A. Robinson, truck and labor 82.00
Melvin Gray, labor ..................  115.80
John Harberger, labor ..............  100.80
C. H. Wyman, labor ..................  331.70
John Lowe, labor ......................  88.00
Charles Freeman, labor ............  85.20
Charles Keith, truck and labor ... 92.00
Wm. N. Varnadue, labor ........... 60.00
C. A. Vose, labor ......................  40.00
Albert Lehoullier, labor ........... 19.50
Clarence DuDevoir, labor ........  45.80
A. Dansereau, labor ..................  25.40
Charles Flersom, labor ............   23.80
J. W. Flersom, labor ...............  40.20
Clyde MacDonald, truck and labor 178.80
Z. D. Pepin, labor ....................  71.00
Russell A. Rix, labor ................  45.40
Albert S. Pettengill, labor ......... 33.00
Arthur W. Richardson, labor .... 66.00
Everett Pettengill, labor ..........  45.50
Leo Farrington, labor ..............  19.00
Fred Kasper, labor ..................  12.00
Edwards & Walker Co., supplies 52.63
Maurice Silverman, labor ..........  34.40
Francis .Sutherland, labor ......... 80.35
Clifton Tibbetts, labor ..............  86.80
John Conners, labor ..................  26.50
Emerson Cummings, labor ....... 13.20
V. W. Clark, labor ..................  21.40
Ray Conant, labor ....................  12.00
H. E. Clark, truck ....................  42.50
Arthur J. Blow, truck ..............  47.00
Boston & Maine R. R................. 24.00
William Allen, labor ................  4.00
Walter Burnham, labor ............  6.00
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Clifford Freeman, labor ................  3.00
Earl Gifford, labor ........................  6.00
Otto Knack, labor ........................ 4.80
E. M. Stewart, labor ................... 5.40
George Snow, labor ......................  3.20
A. H. Rollins, labor ......................  6.00
A. J. King, labor .......................... 3.00
Phillip Tardif, labor ......................  3.20
L. Neault, truck .......................... 8.50
J. G. Ricker, labor ....................... 2.40
Edward M. Rix, labor ..................  6.70
Samuel Dumais, labor ..................  7.50
Kennett Hardware Co., supplies 5.00
Harry Fineburg, labor ..................  9.20
Henry J. Gifun, labor ..................  7.80
Charles H. Green, labor ................  3.00
William Lemieux, labor ..............  3.00
Fred Letarte, labor ......................  3.00
Frank H. Libby, labor ..................  3.20
Robert H. Ingalls, labor ................  9.40
Portland Tinware Co., supplies ... 2.50
Miles S. York, truck ....................  2.00
Earl Rumery, labor ......................  3.00
Max Bellevue, labor ...................... 3.00
Harold Walsh, labor 3.00
John Hayes, labor ........................  2.40
Edw. Brickley, labor ....................  3.20
Sam’l Harrisburg ........................... .25
Stanley Yates ................................ 3.50





Balance 1933 account .......................  458.20
Received from State .............................  210.02
--------- $9,168.22
#  •
Paid Marcia S. Hatch, teach?:- $1,010. >3
Marga-et E. Harr man, teacher 1,010.34
Virginia L. Brackett, teacher 935.34
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Dorothy E. Mitchell, teacher ..... 935.34
Beatrice H. Thompson, teacher .. 935.34
Emily L. Smith, teacher ........... 935.42
Leona F. Priest, teacher............  654.05
Ernestine S. Moore, teacher ....... 405.37
Doris W. Baker, teacher ........... 195.00
Helen M. Dolley, teacher ........... 135.00
Charles A. Somerset, janitor....... 510.00
A. R. Wright Coal Co., fuel ....... 224.89
Boston & Maine Trans. Co.,
transportation ....................  225.00
Biddeford & Saco R. R. Co., trans­
portation ............................  330.00
John P. Crowley, transportation 106.00 
Boston & Maine R. R., freight .... 31.38
Arthur J. Blow, labor ................  1.75
Everett Leger, labor .................  4.00
Almon Tibbetts, labor ..............  4.00
Otto Knack, labor ....................  4.75
Everett Pettengill, labor ........... 7.00
Fred Kasper, labor ....................  1.00
H. E. Clark, labor ....................  1.50
--------- $8,602.80
Unexpended ................  $565.42
HIGH SCHOOL
Appropriation................................... $5,800.00
Appropriation, transportation ............. 300.00
Balance 1933 account ........................  41.19
Received from State ..........................  1,300.00
--------- $7,441.19
Paid Charles E. Hamlen, principal $2,000.00
Elmer S. Marshall, teacher ......... 1,600.00
Esther A. Baker, teacher ........... 1,100.00
Katherine M. Gailey, teacher ..... 1,070.27
Lena Sargeant, substitute ......... 30.00
Helen M. Dolley, teacher ........... 140.00
Charles A. Somerset, janitor....................  510.00
Biddeford & Saco Railroad Co.,
Transportation ....................  170.00
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Boston & Maine Trans. Co., trans­
portation ............................
John P. Crowley, transportation
L. W. Leavitt, fuel ..................









State of Maine .................................. 600.00
Balance 1933 account ........................  111.50
Received refund, H. C. Hull ..............  34.93
Paid Alpheus L. Whittimore, teacher. . .$1,220.84
J .  G. Deering & Son, supplies ..... 31.93
Brodhead-Garrett Co., supplies .... 46.29
Kennett Hardware Co., supplies 13.72
J .  L. Hammett Co., supplies ....... 4.55
Harry Ricker, supplies ..............  3.60
Thurston Supply Co., supplies .... 1.18
McKenney & Heard, supplies ..... 3.40
Dearborn News Co., supplies ..... .60
Miller Falls Co., supplies ..........  .81







State of Maine ................ ................





Paid Sara L. Aikens, teacher...............$1,194.80
Dickson’s Nation-Wide Store .... 13.97
Cumberland County Power &
Light Co.............................  15.00
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Harry McCray, oil ....................  .65
Sara L. Aikens, supplies ..........  6.06
--------- $1,230.48




Balance 1933 account ........................  8.28
Received from State ..........................  50.00
---------  $758.28
Paid Ginn & Company ......................  $290.81
The Macmillan Co.....................  90.00
Allyn & Bacon ..........................  14.88
Silver, Burdett & Co..................  68.40
Scott, Foresman & Co................. 88.26
The John C. Winston Co............. 49.12
Henry Holt & Co....................... 16.83
Charles E. Merrill Co................. 28.88
Houghton. Mifflin & Co..............  18.04
J. B. Lippincott Co..................... 13.64
D. C. Heath & Co..................... 25.63
Loring, Short & Harmon ..........  1.91
Cressey & Allen ........................  6.11
Manual Arts Press ....................  6.55
American Book Co.....................  4.39
Doubleday, Doran & Co............. 1.80
Georgia School Book Co............. 2.43
Laidlaw Bros.............................  4.36
Lyons & Carnahan ....................  3.92
The Grade Teacher ..................  4.50
---------  $740.46
Unexpended .....................  $17.82
SUPPLIES
Appropriation.................................... $500.00
Received from State ..........................  500.00
Balance 1933 account ........................  40.51
--------- $1,040.51
Paid Chicago Apparatus Co., supplies $ 95.30
Wilbur G. Gilpatric, supplies ..... 83.41
Edw. E. Babb & Co., supplies 98.05
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J. L. Hammett Co., supplies ........ 69.03
Masury-Young Co., supplies ........ 19.40
C. M. Rice Paper Co., supplies .... 31.65
Norman C. Haynor & Co., supplies 14.25 
Brodhead-Garrett Co., supplies .... 27.06
Dinan’s, supplies ......................  10.00
Reny Bros., printing..................  3.15
Royal Typewriter Co., supplies ... 3.00
John P. Crowley, supplies ........  2.60
Poring, Short & Harmon, supplies 8.05
Sam’s Place, supplies ................  3.20
H. C. Hull, supplies ..................  27.80
Porteous, Mitchell & Braun, sup­
plies .................................. 2.50
H. B. Kendrick, supplies ..........  4.40
The John C. Winston Co., supplies 3.26
Palmer Company, supplies ........  2.52
Roberts Office Supply Co., sup­
plies .................................. 7.40
Snowden Printery, printing ......  7.00
Howard & Brown, supplies ......  13.95
C. B. Dolge Co., supplies .........  4.91
Martin Typewriter Co., supplies 2.88
H. P. Atkinson & Sons, supplies 2.45
L. C. Smith & Corona Type. Co.,
supplies ............   5.00
J. L. Hammett Co., supplies 438.30
Maine Health Pub. Co., supplies .60
National Educational Co............. .50
--------- $993.12
Unexpended ................  $47.39
MAINTENANCE
Appropriation ...................................  $1,300.00
Paid M. E. Hill Co., insurance ..........  $592.89
Cumberland County Power &
Light Co...................................  194.09
L. C. Smith Sc Corona Type. Co. 180.00 
Biddeford & Saco Water Co. 172.50
Dav’s Jewelry Store, clocks 84.50
Louis Balkan, school census 40.00
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Leon Jones, labor ....................  3.25
Geo. C. Frye Co., supplies ......... 2.45
Haley’s Express ........................  2.00
Am. Railway Express Co...........  1.10
American National Red Cross .... 3.84
Walter F. Emmons, supplies ..... 3.20
H. B. Kendrick Co., supplies ..... .50
H. P. Atkinson Co..................... 23.40
John P. Crowley, express ........... 1.25
Wharff’s Express ......................  1.75
--------- $1,306.72-
Overdrawn ..................  $6.72
REPAIRS
Appropriation.................................... $800.00
Paid J. G. Deering & Sun, supplies .... $ 62.69
Jeffrey Thompson, labor ........... 11.00
W. B. Robinson, labor ..............  64.50
Kennett Hardware Co., supplies 352.07
C. C. Mewer, labor ..................  29.50
Masury-Young Co., supplies ..... 64.30
A. L. Whittimore, labor ............. 175.20
Charles Somerset, labor ............. 86.10
Henry J. Gifun, labor ..............  138.00
Frank H. Libby, labor ..............  174.20
Chester Macomber, labor and
supplies ..............................  35.78
Earl Rumery, labor ..................  20.00
Nation-Wide Stores, supplies ..... 3.58
F. W. Lawry, labor ................. 3.15
A. J. Blow, labor ......................  4.00
Saco Electric Shop, supplies ....... 6.94
L. C. Smith Typewriter Co., sup­
plies ..................................  8.00
C. B. Dolge Co., supplies ..........  23.10
C. H. Farley & Co., supplies....... 9.00
P. Sc F. Corbin Co., supplies ....... .43
Boston & Maine R. R................. .50
--------- $1,272.04
O v e r d r a w n  ..............................................  $ 4 7 2 . 0 4
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REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF 
SCHOOLS
To the Honorable School Committee, Board of Select­
men, and Citizens of Old Orchard Beach:
My dear Friends:—
It gives me unusual pleasure to present this, my fourth 
annual report of schools. This past year has been a year 
of many problems but progress has been made in meet­
ing them. The educational aspect of our work is deepen­
ing despite the limited space and lack of equipment. This 
must be apparent to the majority of the citizens of Old 
Orchard Beach.
Last year your attention was called to the fact that the 
depression had focused general interest and attention on 
the schools. This condition has been greatly augmented 
this year, until it can fairly be said that the people of 
Old Orchard Beach are school conscious. It is an unani­
mous desire, met everywhere among your people, that 
better school facilities and an increasing opportunity 
shall be extended to every pupil enrolled in your schools.
Enrollment
Let us study the enrollment and the problems which 
grow out of increasing numbers. In the Elementary 
School the enrollment reached a new high record. On 
September 24, 1934, there were in this school 102 girls 
and 126 boys, or a total of 228 pupils enrolled. The 
enrollment by grades was as follows:—Grade I, 47; 
Grade II, 36; Grade III. 37; Grade IV, 33; Grade V, 42; 
Grade VI, 33. The first grade curiously enough was out
balance, in that of the 47 pupils enrolled, only 13 were 
girls. In all grades, except the third and fourth, boys 
predominated by a small margin. In the third grade 
there was one more girl than boy and in the fifth there 
were four more girls than boys.
It was apparent at the opening of school that the first 
grade could not be handled by one teacher satisfactorily, 
and, as soon as seats could be purchased and arrange­
ments made, a teacher was hired to instruct the overflow 
group. This group has occupied the office of the super­
intendent and now numbers 16 members. The teacher is 
Miss Doris W. Baker, a Lesley Normal graduate. The
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superintendent has a chair, hat tree and a very small 
desk in the hallway. This does not permit much privacy 
of interview, but is the best arrangement to be made 
with the crowded conditions.
The High School enrollment has also reached a new 
high record this year. There have been enrolled 149 
pupils. The seventh grade numbers 43 pupils. The 
eighth grade numbers 27 pupils. The total group of 70 
pupils alone is sufficient normal enrollment for the entire 
High School building. The Senior High School enroll­
ment is as follows: Freshmen, 22; Sophomores, 22; 
Juniors, 15; Seniors, 17.
This grouping of the very young and immature Ele­
mentary grades with the older students under such 
crowded conditions as exist at the High School is as 
little educational as it is defensible. I feel deeply and 
wish to express with ail the emphasis at my command 
that the present condition is intolerable if you care about 
the future intellectual performance of these pupils sub­
jected to these limitations. Limitations that should be 
speedily remedied.
Teachers cannot properly perform their tasks with 
such crowded conditions, and children who are studious 
are denied real educational privilege, which is their 
birthright. Space must be provided next year. The 
Elementary grades will likely overflow again in Septem­
ber. The new pupils entering the Junior High School 
will replace the graduates at the ratio of 2 to 1. More­
over, there is small loss in enrollment, by withdrawals 
for seasonal reasons, as was formerly noted in your 
schools. Should either the Junior High School or the 
Senior High School be housed separately next year, two 
new teachers would be required to offer the curriculum 
as now approved by the Superintending School Com­
mittee and the State Department of Education.
Repairs
The repairs in the schools this year have been rather 
large items of expense but they have been of such a 
nature that to neglect them would have led to a much 
greater outlay. During the summer the walls and ceil- 
ings at the Elementary Building were repaired and then 
painted. The repair work on the ceilings had to be done
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on staging and required in some rooms several coats, but 
when completed was a finished job.
At the High School Building the windows were thor­
oughly overhauled and made tight for the winter. This 
was considerable more work than expected, but had to be 
done for both economy of fuel and for comfort.
For some years your attention has been called to the 
inadequate heating service of the boiler and the unsafe 
chimney at the High School. The old boiler was only 
rated with a capacity of 800 sq. ft. of radiation and there 
were more than a 1,000 sq. ft. of radiation to heat. The 
chimney was built up thru an air duct which drew air 
from the basement and from the ventilators in the sev­
eral rooms. This was considered as among the most 
serious of fire hazards. Moreover, the chimney had been 
narrowed in, at the top, and was only 6" by 6", which 
was never sufficient for the required work it was in­
tended to do. The new boiler is rated in excess of the 
square feet of radiation required with ample allowance 
for hallways, exposed walls, and age of structure. The 
heat furnished, thus far, has made the High School a 
comfortable place for work and study; even the rooms 
on the north side of the building have been comfortable, 
whereas this was rarely so in moderate weather with 
the old heating plant.
The School Committee had to purchase thirty-six seats 
this past fall in order that the newly-arrived pupils or 
those promoted to another grade might be seated. Last 
year forty-four new seats were purchased. The quality 
of this type of equipment was such as would be service­
able should you decide to provide quarters befitting the 
standards of education which most of your citizens seem 
to think Old Orchard Beach should have.
Financial
The general financial situation, prevailing over such 
a long period of time as this one we are now passing 
thru, has served to make plain to the people of Maine 
that the property tax is wholly inadequate for the main­
tenance of schools. We have been wholly shocked by 
the findings of the School Survey Commission, author­
ized by the 86th legislature. These inequalities affect 
every classroom of every community in the State. The
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transfer of pupils from school to school always tends, as 
far as intellectual progress goes, to assume the pace of 
the less favored. A few poor pupils tends to slow up 
progress out of all proportion to the numbers. Your 
school status is affected, in its educational pace, by just 
this minimum of pupils whose educational rate of learn­
ing is a great retarding force. The slow pupils must be 
given home and extra help to make the grade, whereas 
the bright pupil is likely not to receive a corresponding 
amount of help under crowded conditions. Thus much 
educational momentum, or progress, is lost helping the 
backward and poorly prepared. All this is overhead cost 
to the towns when education is conceived from the 
purely business point of view. With few exceptions, 
many pupils recently enrolled in your schools have come 
under this handicap.
It is inevitable that the financial budget, submitted for 
your consideration, must of necessity advance, due, as 
has already been pointed out, to enrollment and the like­
lihood of being compelled to find outside quarters for 
some part of the school system. This point is at least 
apparent and sufficiently plain that the old pattern will 
not suffice for the new demands. Your schools have out­
grown their quarters and their budgets. The facts de­
manding solution this coming year are bringing forth 
problems of municipal concern and corporate responsi­
bility.
Manual Training and Domestic Science
The Manual Training and Domestic subsidies were 
decreased by legislative enactments 10% last year and an 
additional 10% this present year. The commodities used 
in these departments have increased. These subjects pay 
dividends in personal accomplishments throughout life, 
and should be adequately supported. Our pupils have 
received invaluable instruction in these departments this 
year. I can recommend them with my heartiest approval.
Transportation
The transportation of public school pupils has been 
carried forward for this year without any significant 
change. The Boston and Maine Bus has served a con­
siderable number of pupils since the trolley cars were
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abandoned. Their schedule clips off, approximately, a
whole period from pupils who take this route in the 
afternoon. The School Committee asked for a change of 
schedule but was unsuccessful.
The electric car pupils are a numerous group and have 
made the trip without accident and with only the usual 
interruptions of schedule.
The Old Orchard Beach-Ocean Park route has been 
carried forward by Mr. John Crowley and has been with­
out complaint.
Health Measures
The Dental Clinic and Health Program of Old Orchard 
Beach was highly commended by the School Survey 
Commission when they were gathering data for their 
survey report. Old Orchard Beach and Saco were among 
the leading towns of the State where health programs 
are receiving a full measure of public support and large 
returns in health for the pupils of the public schools. 
There are 56 pupils reported on the dental honor list.
The dental clinic statistics are worthy of your perusal 
and study. You will probably wish to study the report 
of Mrs. Harriet Foss with care.
The recent immunization of 286 pupils by the Ameri­
can Legion for diphtheria, under the direction and or­
ganization of Mrs. Harriet Foss and many fine workers, 
including Dr. A. W. Foss, the nurses, P. T. A. represen­
tatives, members from the American Legion and Ameri- 
can Legion Auxiliary, was a fine example of community 
cooperation. Dr. Eugene Fogg, of Portland, was the 
physician in charge. Seventy-eight pre-school pupils 
were immunized. This speaks well for the advance made 
in health education.
In conclusion, I wish to express my appreciation to 
the Teaching Staff for their cooperation and professional 
support; to the Superintending School Committee for 
their unfailing loyalty in every progressive movement 
inaugurated for your schools; to the selectmen and the
general public for a full and hearty approval of plans 
looking toward school growth and expansion.





OLD ORCHARD BEACH STATISTICS, 1934
Population, 1930 census .....................................1,642
April school census, ages 5 to 21 years ..................  428
Teachers in Elementary grades ........................  7
Teachers in Junior-Senior High School ............  5
Special teachers ...............................................  3
Total number of teachers ........................  15
Number of pupils registered September, 1934: Ele­
mentary School, 126 boys, 102 girls—total, 228; Junior- 
Senior High, 73 boys, 76 girls—total, 149 (includes 70 in 
the 7th and 8th grades).
Aggregate attendance, year ending July 1, 1934—Ele­
mentary School, 33,089 days; Junior-Senior High School, 
18,645 days.
Aggregate attendance, year ending July 1, 1934—Ele­
mentary pupils, 41,882 days; Secondary pupils, 9,852 
days.
Average daily attendance, year ending July 1, 1934— 
Elementary School. 191.2 pupils; Junior-Senior High 
School, 103.36 pupils.
Average daily attendance, year ending July 1, 1934— 
Elementary pupils, 239.74; Secondary pupils, 54.85.
Pupils registered, year ending July 1, 1934—Elemen­
tary pupils, 300; Secondary pupils, 67.
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ROSTER OF TEACHERS IN SERVICE AT THE PRESENT TIME
JUNIOR-SENIOR HIGH
N a m e                                                EXPERIENCE P r o f e ssio n a l  T r a in in g A s s ig n m e n t s
Charles S. Hamlen 13 1/2 yrs. Bates College, A. B., A. M .; Andover-New- 
ton, B. D.
Principal. History, English, Math­
ematics
Elmer S. Marshall 17 yrs. University of Maine Summer Courses Mathematics, Science, Boys’ Ath­
letic Coach
Esther A. Baker 9 1/2 yrs. Bates College, A. B .; Middlebury College, 
A. M.
Latin, French, Civics, Ancient 
History
Ernestine S. Moore 1/2 yr. University of Maine, A. B. English and Girls’ Athletic Coach
Sara L. Aikens 12 1/2 yrs. Farmington Normal Graduate Home Economics
Alpheus L. Whittemore 15 yrs. Colby College, B. S .; Summer Courses at 
Cornell, Bates and Harvard
Manual Training
Katherine M. Gailey 
(On leave of absence four 
months)
6 yrs. Maine School of Commerce Graduate, Sum­
mer Courses Bates, LaSalle Extension
Commercial Subjects, Typewriting 
and Shorthand
Lena K. Sargent 
(Substitute for Miss Gailey)




Marcia S. Hatch 11 yrs. Gorham Normal Graduate, B. U. Exten­
sion, U. of M. Summer Courses
Grade 6
Virginia L. Brackett 7 yrs. Gorham Normal Graduate Grade 5
Dorothy E. Mitchell 8 yrs. Gorham Normal Graduate and Summer 
Course
Grade 4
Margaret E. Harriman 8 yrs. Gorham Normal Graduate and Summer 
Course, Student Teacher under Kate 
Douglas Wiggin
Grade 3
Emily L. Smith 15 1/2 yrs. Machias Normal Graduate, Summer Courses Grade 2
Beatrice H. Thompson 7 yrs. Gorham Normal Graduate Grade 1
Doris W. Baker 0 yrs. Lesley School. Boston Graduate Grade 1
Helen M. Dolley 25 yrs. Gorham Graduate, Private and Summer 
Courses





To the Superintendent of Schools and the Board of 
Education:
I hereby submit the annual report of School Nursing-
Routine sanitary inspection has been carried on as in 
previous years.
Inspection of pupils in classrooms and follow-up visits 
to homes during the year to prevent the spread of com­
municable diseases.
412 pupils were given annual inspection by nurse.
370 pupils were examined by the school physician, Dr. 
Paul S. Hill, Jr. The following defects and corrections 
were recorded:
Defects Corrections
Eye................. Eve............................  7
Ear............... Nose and Throat .......18
Nose and Throat ....54
Glands .......... ....14
Heart murmurs . ....14
Posture........
Anemia ......... .... 1
Thyroid ...... 3
10% underweight ...  9
233 pupils were examined by the school dentist, Dr. A. 
W. Foss. 56 were eligible for the honor roll on first 
examination.
The average number of cavities ranges a fraction of a 
point higher than the previous year, due to the inflow of 
pupils from other communities where corrections are not 
available.
213 pupils were given prophylaxis or cleaning.
42 pupils were vaccinated by Dr. Paul S. Hill, Jr., 
under the annual immunization program of the Board of 
Health. The usual routine of after care whenever 
necessary.
A Clinic as ordered by State authorities under the 
FERA program was held at the school building. 
Examining physicians were Drs. J. A. Randall, L. E. 
Willard, C. L. Kendall. Paul S. Hill. Jr., A. W. Foss,
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Dental examiner. 69 school children and 22 pre-school 
children were examined and the following defects 
Sported:
School Defects
E a r ..................................... . . . . 1 0
T hroat...........................27
Orthopedic ................... 1







I he annual Pre-School Clinic was held in May in 
cooperation with the National Child Health Program. 
Financed by the Local Branch American Red Cross. 15 
children were examined. 14 had dental cleanings.
Defects as follows: Nose and Throat, 2; Teeth, 14.
In December the 40 & 8 Society, American Legion, 
sponsored a Diphtheria immunization clinic, cooper- 
ating with the school program. 286 children of school 
abd pre-school age were given Toxoid by Dr. C. Eugene
Fogg.
23 classes in home nursing have been held in coopera­
tion with the Domestic Arts Department (Mrs. Aitkins 
in charge). Students are taught bed-making, bathing 
and care of the sick, care and feeding of infants and pre­
school children. Administration of medicine and treat­
ment such as may be recommended by a physician. The 
use of practical and improvised equipment in the sick
r o o m .
Milk and hot lunches, served by the Domestic Arts 
Department and financed by the P. T. A. Equipment 
the preparation and serving of these lunches has been 
Provided by the Association.
Considering the tremendous overcrowding of our 
Schools, and the number of transient students from all 
states, we are indeed fortunate to report a full year with- 
out an epidemic of any kind. Much credit is due to t he 
school Superintendent and School Board for the splen- 
did repair and sanitary condition of our school buildings 
when they opened last September, and the untiring 
efforts of our teachers to keep them in as healthful con- 
dition as possible.
I wish to express my appreciation to the Superintend­
ent and Superintending School Committee, teachers, 
parents, and organizations, for their support and coop­
eration in carrying on the school health program.
Respectfully submitted,
HARRIET E. FOSS, R. N.
REPORT OF MEDICAL INSPECTOR FOR OLD 
ORCHARD SCHOOLS 
For Year Ending December 31, 1934
January 24, 1934, Federal Relief Administration, for 
under-privileged children. (Clinic under direction of Dr. 
Willard.)
Number examined: Pre-School, 22; School, 69. De­
fects: Ear—Pre-School, 1; School, 10. Nose and Throat 
—Pre-School, 18; School, 27. Orthopedic—Pre-School, 
none; School, 1. Underweight—Pre-School, 17; School,
18.
September 18, 1934, number of children vaccinated, 
42; number of “takes,” 41.
September 24-26-28 to October 1, 1934, examination
of school pupils:
Number examined, elementary grades ..................  227
Number examined, high school .............................. 143
Total...........................................................  370
Defects
Tonsils, infected ............................................. .....  64
Enlarged glands ................................ ................... 14
Heart murmurs ...................................................  14
Nutritional ...........................................................  9
Orthopedic ...........................................................  1
Anemic .....................................    1
Enlarged thyroid ................................................. 6
Tonsillectomies ...................................................  6
Results of these examinations tend to show a good 
average state of health among the pupils in the Old 
Orchard Beach public schools.
I wish to express my appreciation to Mrs. Harriet E. 
Foss for her cooperation in making this work possible. 
Respectfully submitted,





Received from W. Warren Harmon .... 90.00
--------- $1,890.00
Paid Clinton C. Mewer, cement and
labor ..........................  $1,014.95
L. M. Fowler, truck .....................  55.00
Clyde MacDonald, truck .............  39.40
Elliott Billings, truck ...................  27.55
Miles S. York, truck .....................  39.20
H. E. Clark, truck .......................  10.00
George A. Ricker, labor ...............  32.50
J. G. Ricker, labor ...................... 18.80
Maurice Silverman, labor .............  30.80
Russell A. Rix, labor ...................  19.40
William Allen, labor ...................  17.00
Louis Aries, labor .......................  10.40
Arthur J. Blow, labor .................  28.60
E. Cummings, labor .....................  33.40
J. J. Scripter, labor .....................  13.40
Lester Dow, labor .......................  11.00
Samuel Dumais, labor .................  14.20
Benj. A. Downes, labor ...............  10.40
Tom Emmons, labor ....................  4.40
Charles Freeman, labor ................  3.00
George Freeman, labor ................  1.60
James Downey, truck .................  13.00
Melvin Gray, labor .....................  44.00
Chas. H. Green, labor .................  11.40
Otto Knack, labor .......................  18.40
Chas. Hersorn, labor ...................  16.80
M. E. Hill, gravel .........................  140
Theo Manduca, labor ...................  18.00
I. H. Morgan, labor 21.60
Albert S. Pettengill, labor 10.40
Everett Pettengill, labor ..............  7.40
Charles Norton, labor ..................  6.00
F. Mewer, labor ............................ 3.60
Ernest Murphy, labor 3 60
Z. D. Pepin, labor ..........  1.20
Kennett Hardware Co., supplies 5.38 
John Hoctor, labor ......................  3.30
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Alex Gagnon, labor ..................  4.00
John Hayes, labor ....................  4.00
J. H. Gibson, labor ..................  4.80
Geo. Galey, labor ......................  6.80
Fred Kasper, labor ..................  5.80
Clyde Eastman, labor ..............  1.60
A. Sante, labor ..........................  3.20
E. M. Stewart, labor ................  3.20
C. H. Wyman, labor ................  3.20
E. H. Townsend, labor ..............  1.60
Phillip Tardif, labor ................ . 3.00
Clifton Tibbetts, labor ..............  9.60
Robert Townsend, labor............ 4.00
Charles York, labor ..................  7.40
H. J. Andrews, labor ................  5.60
Jos. Abisalih, labor ..................  1.60
W. B. Belyea, labor ..................  5.20
V. W. Clark, labor ....................  1.80
John Conners, labor ..................  9.20
Earl Rumery, labor ..................  7.20
Edw. M. Rix, labor ..................  9.20
Wilrose Leger, labor ................  6.40
Frank H. Libby, labor ..............  5.20
Everett Leger, labor ................  6.80
Nap. Lacasse, labor ..................  2.00





Received from sewer assessment ....... 136.60
Balance from contingent ..........    1,474.08
--------- $3,110.68
Paid George A. Ricker, superintendent $436.50
Miles S. York, truck ................  330.90
Elliott Billings, truck ................  15.00
L. M. Fowler, Jr., truck ............  36.40
Harold J. Andrews, truck ........... 51.60
Arthur J. Blow, truck ..............  76.40
John Haves, labor ....................  138.80
5 0
J. G. Ricker, labor ......................  238.90
Maurice Silverman, labor ............. 154.40
William Allen, labor ..................  183.20
C. C. Mewer, cement and labor ... 109.50
Norris Marshall, labor .................  30.00
Herman L. Bryant, labor ..........  15.60
Leo Farrington, labor ..............  20.40
James Downey, truck ..............  49.50
Roy Home Service, labor ........  18.62
Charles Hersom, labor ..............  22.80
Edward M. Rix, labor ..............  82.00
Albert S. Pettengill, labor ............ 70.60
John Lowe, labor .......................  30.50
Everett Leger, labor ...................  23.60
Wendall Pettengill, labor .............  27.20
Everett Pettengill, labor ..........  11.40
Harry Fineburg, labor ..............  18.40
Fred Kasper, labor .......................  40.00
D. Gifford, labor ......................  28.80
E. M. Stewart, labor ................  30.00
Frank Hersom, labor ................  27.60
Fred Letarte, labor ..................  25.20
Otto Knack, labor ....................  22.00
Wilrose Leger, labor ................  28.80
Charles Freeman, labor ............  22.00
Francis Prue, labor ..................  22.00
A. J. King, team ........................  11.20
Harold S. Presby, truck 12.50
J. W. Hersom, labor ..................  6.40
Joseph Abisalih, labor ..............  1.60
Henry J. Gifun, labor ..............  5.20
Clarence DuDevoir, labor ........  1.60
Jesse J. Scripter, labor ..............  .80
Theo Manduca, labor ..............  3.80
John Conners, labor ........... ......  4.40
Wm. Lemieux, labor ..............   5.20
Albert Pettengill, Jr., labor ....   5.60
Charles H. Green, labor............  2.40
Almon Tibbetts, labor ..............  8.40
Benjamin A. Downes, labor 6.00
Ernest Murphy, labor ................  2.80
C. H. Wyman, labor ................  1.50
6 0
Harry E. Clark, truck ............... 4.00
E. Delaney, labor ....................  2.80
Z. D. Pepin, labor ....................  4.20
N. H. Mossman, labor .............  5.80
Chester J. Lewis, labor ............  3.80
Walter M. Towle, labor ............  .80
F. W. Demerritt, supplies ......... 3.68
M. E. Hill, gravel ....................  26.10
Winslow & Co., pipe ................  312.66
Charles S. Chase Co., supplies .... 7.50
Wharff’s Express ......................  2.10
Sam’l Harrisburg, taxi ..............  1.50
A. P. Lary, labor ......................  3.90
Geo. C. Stuart, labor ................  7.80
Saco Brick Co., supplies ............  81.82
Paradis Bros., supplies ..............  10.45
Kennett Hardware Co., supplies 113.75
--------- $3,110.68
STATE ROAD PATROL
Appropriation .................................. $ 700.00
State of Maine ..................... ........ . 1,073.50
--------- $1,773.50
Paid Geo. A. Ricker, commissioner $165.00
John Hayes, labor ....................  133.80
J. G. Ricker, labor ....................  167.00
Miles York, truck ....................  201.50
State of Maine .......................... 346.50
J. G. Deering & Son, supplies ..... 78.91
Kennett Hardware Co., supplies 25.15
C. R. Bryant, gravel ..................  5.85
M. E. Hill, gravel ......................  19.50
E. M. Stewart, labor ..................  60.80
Frank Hersom, labor ................  48.00
Herman L. Bryant, labor ........... 57.60
Charles Hersom, labor ..............  18.60
L. M. Fowler, Jr., truck ............  39.00
Edward H. Townsend, truck 20.00
Clyde MacDonald, truck ..........  32.00
Arthur J. Blow, truck ................  60.00
William Alien, labor .............  28.80
W. R. Hobbs, labor ................  63.50
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Frank H. Libby, labor .....50.80
James J. Downey, truck ..............  72.00
Melvin Gray, labor ............... .....  24.00
Samuel Dumais, labor ............... 16.00
Elliott Billings, truck ................  4.00
C. H. Wyman, labor ................. 4.80
Charles Hersom, labor ..............  3.20
Z. D. Pepin, labor ......................  2.40
James H. Gibson, labor ............  9.60
J. Lombard, labor .................... 5.60
E. M. Rix, labor .................... 1.60
Albert S. Pettengill, labor ........  1.60




C. C. Mewer, refund .......................... 100.00
Received from State .......................... 1,466.00
--------- $3,032.00
Paid The Barrett Co., tarvia and c.......$ 14.31
C. C. Mewer, builder and material 1,122.94 
Bancroft & Martin, steel and c. 501.40
Boston & Maine R. R., freight 319.20
Lane Construction Co., rental
paving forms .................  30.00
J. G. Deering & Son, supplies 17.51
Jos. J. Mullen, supplies ............  2.25
L. W. Leavitt, supplies ............  17.40
Solmer Bros., supplies ..............  7.56
Hedge & Matthias, supplies 63.1 7
Rollie’s Studio, signs ................  3.60
William H. O’Brien, watchman 23.10
V. W. Clark, watchman ....... ....  108.68
Robert Baylor, watchman ........... 107.10
Clvde MacDonald, truck . ......  57.37
H.  E. Clark, truck .................  9.00
I. C. Lyon, truck ......................  67.61
Omer Bill, truck ........................  13.50
L. A. Robinson, truck ..............  55.88
Wm. Lemieux, truck ..................  67.75
E. H. Townsend, truck ...............  22.50
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L. Neault, truck ......................  22.51
Charles A. Somerset, labor ......... 26.40
George A. Decker, Jr................. 31.80
Chas. Fearon, labor .......   17.54
Hubert Standeven, labor ..........  11.83
Leon Grover, labor .........   12.57
Ernest Murphy, labor ..............  48.70
John Perley, labor ....................  35.20
Earl Rumery, labor ..................  14.50
Albert S. Pettengill, labor ......... 18.34
Clinton Morris, carpenter ..........  41.38
Otto Knack, labor ....................  11.99
C. A. Vose, labor ......................  10.30
Arthur Gifun, labor ..................  23.95
Francis Sutherland, labor ........... 10.30
Phillip Tardif, labor ..................  37.60
John Lapoint, labor ..................  42.75
N. L. Tripp, labor ...................  48.26
Jeffrey Thompson, labor ........... 16.75
W. R. Hobbs, labor ..................  55.36
John Harberger, labor ..............  17.54
Maurice Silverman, labor ..........  25.37
Jesse J. Scripter, labor ..............  23.30
Patrick Wilkinson, labor ..........  10.50
Russell A. Rix, labor ..............  16.80
Henry J. Gifun, labor ................  35.77
Ray Conant, labor ....................  16.10
W. H. Staples, operator ............  36.85
Elliott Billings, truck ..............  105.29
J. B. Larochelle, truck ............  33.75
Geo. Emery, labor ....................  10.76
Theo. Manduca, labor ..............  19.77
Raymond Willey, labor ............  12.65
John Hayes, labor ....................  17.56
Clarence Carlson, labor ...........  51.58
Frederick Kasper, labor ............ 18.43
John Jones, labor ..................... 8.82
A. J. King, labor ..................... 6.00
C. H. Wyman, labor..................  5.60
Wendall Pettengill, labor ........... 2.80
Arthur Springer, labor ..............  2.80
Louis Balkan, labor ..................  9.41
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Alex Gagnon, labor ................  9.00
Emerson Cummings, labor ......... 30.16
Walter I. McDowell, labor ......... 23.72
Jerry McSweeney, labor ............  21.38
Harry Fineburg, labor ..............  16.43
Leslie Eastman, labor ..............  15.15
Clyde Eastman, labor ..............  21.29
L. W. Abbott, labor .....   14.95
Albert Lehoullier, labor ............  18.89
Clarence DuDevoir, labor ..........  13.87
Charles Norton, labor................  31.50
Harold Walsh, labor ................  16.57
Wm. R. Murphy, labor ............  26.50
John Hoctor, labor ..................  11.18
Cyril Patterson, labor ..............  11.61
Max Bellevue, labor ..................  5.16
A. L. Tripp, labor ..............   2.37
Clifford Freeman, labor ............  5.16
Norman Davis, labor ................  4.50
Harry E. Sait, labor ..................  1.50
George A. Ricker, labor ............  5.00
Francis Hogan, labor ................  9.79
W. R. Cleary, labor ..................  4.72
George Snow, labor ..................  7.50
Walter Cockerille, labor ............  9.46
Ivan Kimball, labor ..................  9-76
Z. Bolduc, labor ........................  8.08
Vito Mininni, crushed stone ......  564.12
Kennett Hardware Co., supplies 10.55
--------- $4,587.18
Overdrawn ..................  $1,555.18
STATE TAX
State tax, 1934, assessed ................ $30,704.25
Paid Treasurer of State ..................  14,704.25
Balance due ....................... . $16,000.00
STREET LIGHTS
A p p r o p r i a t i o n  ...............................................................................  $ 1 0 , 0 0 0 . 0 0
Paid Cumberland County Power &
Light Co............................... . $10,132.65
Overdrawn ........................ $132.65
SUMMARY OF DEBT 
Bonds
Outstanding Bonds of the Town, January 1, 1931 
Fire truck, sewer notes, 4 1/2% bonds, 1915-
1935 .....................................................$ 20,000.00
Town hall, comfort station and floating debt,
5% serial bonds, 1929-1939 ....................  12,000.00
Sewer serial bonds, 4 1/2%, 1920-1946 ..........  26,000.00
Schoolhouse serial bonds, 4 1/2%, 1924-1944 .... 22,000.00
Municipal bonds, 5%, 1932-1954 ....................  62,000.00
$142,000.00
Municipal bonds, 5%, 1932-1954 ..................  $2,000.00
Sewer serial bonds, 41920- 1946  ..........  2,000.00
Schoolhouse serial bonds, 41924- 1944  .... 2,000.00
Town hall, comfort station and floating debt,
5% serial bonds, 1929-1939 ....................  ' 2,000.00
$8 ,0 0 0 . 0 0
Making total bonded debt January 1, 1935 ... $1 3 4 ,0 0 0 . 0 0  
TOWN HALL
Appropriation ....................................$2,000.00
Contingent .......................................  985.61
Received from F. I. Luce, rent ..........  31.75
Received from insurance ....................  29.00
Refund, E. Billings ............................  6.40
--------- $3,052.76
Paid Ashley L. Tarbox, janitor .........$1,300.00
A. R. Wright Co., coal ..............  365.63
Cumberland County Power Sc
Light Co........................  266.12
M. E. Hill Co., insurance ..........  397.25
Biddeford & Sam Water Co. 90.50
Eliott Billings, truck and labor 76.90
C. C. Mewer, cement and labor 60 90
Clyde MacDonald, truck 30.00
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J. G. Deering & Son, supplies ..... 30.32
Edwards & Walker Co., supplies 17.92
Diamond Match Co., supplies ..... 27.63
Kennett Hardware Co., supplies 48.11
C. B. Dolge Co., supplies ..........  18.02
R. R. Cameron, flowers ............  15.00
A. F. Ellingwood, labor ............  26.28
L. M. Fowler, labor ..................  10.85
Arthur J. Blow, truck ................  10.25
Clifton Tibbetts, labor ..............  12.80
Edward M. Rix, labor ..............  14.80
Ray L. Conant, labor ................  16.00
Rochester Germicide Co., supplies 12.00
George Beaudette, labor .................. 26.30
Fred L. Gooch, labor ................  11.72
Everett Leger, labor ..................  6.80
H. E. Clark, truck ....................  8.60
Saco Brick Co., supplies ............  1.80
Jeffrey Thompson, labor ..........  1.00
Megquier & Jones, supplies ....... 1.25
I. C. Lyon, labor ..........................  1.00
C. C. Morris, labor ........................  1.80
Sentry Sales Co., supplies ............  5.50
V. W. Clark, labor ........................  7.00
C. M. Rice Paper Co., supplies .... 3.25
Stone & Forsyth Co., supplies .... 7.20
Mullen Grocery Co., supplies ......... 3.37
Wharff’s Express ..........................  3.13
O. O. Variety Store, supplies ...  .90
Fred Letarte, labor........................  2.40
Sam’s Place, supplies ....................  6.20
E. M. Stewart, labor ....................  4.80
H. J. Andrews, labor ................  3.20
Fred Kasper, labor ........................  5.00
Kendall & Whitney, supplies ........  2.25
Edward Brickley, labor ................  6.40
A. P. Lary, labor ..........................  1.15
Paradis Bros., supplies ...................  .25
J. Kennett & Son, supplies .......... .31
O. O. Variety Store, supplies ....... .90
Paradis Bros., supplies ...................  .25
J. Kennett & Son ...................  .31
G6
Clarence DuDevoir, labor ..........  .40




Contingent .......................................  115.71
--------- $1,915.71
Paid Henry Stewart, driver .............. $1,300.00
Jas. L. Plowman, hay ................  205.05
Harper Grain Co., grain ............  159.90
C. S. Burnham, blacksmith ......... 101.80
M. E. Hill Co., insurance ..........  70.00
J. G. Deering & Son, supplies ..... 11.22
George Beaudette, labor ........... 8.65
W. Boivin, repairs on harness .... 3.85
Wm. H. Spear, veterinary ....   5.00
Kennett Hardware Co., supplies 7.48
George Decker, Jr., labor ........... .80
Harper Grain Co.............................. 41.96
--------- $1,915.71
THIRD CLASS ROAD
Received from State ..................... ....  $1,911.46
Paid W. R. Hobbs, labor ..................  $ 48.80
A. J. King, team ......................  69.60
Clyde MacDonald, truck ..........  142.30
Elliott Billings ..........................  133.30
L. A. Robinson, truck................  52.80
Harry E. Clark, truck ..............  93.40
Miles York, truck ......................  93.40
J. B. Larochelle, truck ..............  84.60
Geo. A. Ricker, commissioner .... 65.00
J. G. Ricker, labor ....................  40.60
Charles Norton, labor ........... 42.00
Henry Murphy, labor ................  43.40
Benj. A. Downes, labor .........   27.00
A. J. Blow, truck ......................  91.15
W. H. Staples, labor ...................  15.40
Patrick Wilkinson, labor ........... 36.40
L. W. Abbott, labor .................  28.00
William Allen, labor ................  28.00
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F. Hersom, labor ......................
Albert Lehoullier, labor ............
E. Cummings, labor ..................
Wm. R. Murphy, labor ............
Geo. Decker, Jr., labor ..............
A. S. Pettengill, labor ..............
John Hayes, labor ....................
C. J. Lewis, labor ......................
Henry J. Gifun, labor ................
Melvin Gray, labor ..................
Fred Kasper, labor ....................
Fred Seavey, labor ....................
Maurice Silverman, labor ..........
Walter M. Towle, labor ......... .
Jesse J. Scripter, labor ..............
Walter I. McDowell, labor ........
G. Shanks, labor ........................
Charles Fearon, labor ..............
Mitchell McCarn, truck
Irving C. Lyon, truck ................
C. H. Wyman, labor..................
Harry Fineburg, labor ..............
Everett Pettengill, labor ..........
Norris Marshall, labor ..............
Francis Hogan, labor ................
Ernest Mprphy, labor ................
Louis Balkan, labor ..................
H. L. Bryant, labor ..................
H. A. G. Milliken Est., gravel 
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Paid The Barrett Co...........
E. H. Townsend, truck ... 
Clyde MacDonald, truck









Elliott Billings, truck ................  108.00
L. A. Robinson, truck ..............  76.00
Arthur J. Blow, truck ..............  75.50
Miles S. York, truck ................  68.00
James J. Downey, truck ............  59.00
Omer Bille, truck ............. ........  58.00
Ludger Neault, truck ................  79.80
H. E. Clark, truck ....................  52.00
Mitchell McCarn ......................  85.00
J. B. Larochelle, truck ..............  105.00
L. M. Fowler, Jr., truck ............  57.00
Geo. A. Ricker, commissioner ..... 52.50
Francis Townsend, truck ..........  24.00
Benj. A. Downes, labor ............. 30.00
Norris Marshall, labor ..............  39.00
Ray Conant, labor ....................  22.40
Z. D. Pepin, labor...................... 30.80
Clarence DuDevoir, labor ......... 30.40
Everett Pettengill, labor ..........  30.40
Francis Hogan, labor ................  24.00
Charles Norton, labor ..............  27.20
R. Williamson, labor ................  24.00
Henry J. Gifun, labor ................  33.60
Harold J. Andrews, labor ..........  18.80
Clinton E. Martin, labor............. 18.80
Frank H. Libby, labor ..............  30.40
Harold Walsh, labor ................  20.40
Chas. W. Freeman, labor ..........  50.40
Chas. H. Green, labor ..............  27.20
Harold H. Presby, truck ........... 17.00
Melvin Gray, labor ..................  14.00
Maurice Silverman, labor ........... 14.00
E. M. Rix, labor........................  31.40
Albert S. Pettengill, labor ............ 31.40
Wm. Allen, labor ......................  34.00
Herman L. Bryant, labor ........... 36.80
Russell Rix, labor ....................  22.80
W. R. Hobbs, labor .....................  16.50
C. H. Wyman, labor.....................  20.40
J. Quinn, labor .............................  20.80
T. Manduca, labor .......................  23.60
Wendall Pettengill, labor .............. 30.40
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Fred Letarte, labor ..................  30.40
Emerson Cummings, labor ......... 14.00
Francis Sutherland, labor ..........  14.00
Leo Farrington, labor .................  13.20
Robert H. Ingalls, labor...............  10.40
John Hayes, labor .......................  28.80
E. M. Stewart, labor ..................  28.80
Francis Hersom, labor ..............  22.40
J. G. Ricker, labor .......................  22.40
Henry Murphy, labor ..............  6.40
Ernest Murphy, labor ..............  13.20
John Lowe, labor ......................  40.00
Harry Fineburg, labor ..............  7.20
Thomas Cockerille, labor ....   7.20
John Harberger, labor ..............  7.20
J. Lombard, labor ....................  6.40
E. Brickley, labor ......................  6.40
Zoel Boldic, labor ......................  6.40
C. Bryant, gravel ......................  30.15




A p p r o p r i a t i o n  .......................................$3,900.00
A p p r o p r i a t i o n ,  s c h o o l  p h y s i c i a n  .........  150.00
balance from contingent ............................... 651.43                                          $4,701.43
Paid H. F. Mullen, board of health ....$ 106.00
L. A. Macomber, board of health 75.00 
Norris Marshall, health officer .... 130.00
Herman Gerrish, selectman .......... 500.00
William G. Harmon, selectman .... 500.00
Harriet M. Googins, treasurer .... 890.68
Fred I. Luce, clerk ......................  1,625.00
H. C. Hull, superintendent of
 schols 500.00
Wesley M. Mewer, committee .... 50.00
Doris W. Jones, committee ....... 50.
Katherine L. Whitman, committee  50.00 
Katherine L. Whitman, auditor .. 50.00
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W. Warren Harmon, moderator 35.00
Charles Somerset, truant officer 11.00
Doris W. Jones ........................  .75
Dr. Paul S. Hill, Jr...... ..............  71.00
Dr. Albert W. Foss ..................  50.00





Receipts Expended Unexpended1 Overdraft
Advertising $ 5,647.50 $ 5,678.09 $ 30.59
Bonds  8,000.00 8,000.00
Contingent  22,696.59 20,887.02      $1,809.57
Commissions 1,159.00 1,159.00
Cleaning Beach & Streets 1,100.00 1,113.25 13.25
Fire Department 7,391.89 7,707.95 316.06
Hydrants 8,785.00 8,785.00
Highways and Bridges  10,738.21 10,928.23 190.02
Health Nurse 1,794.45 1,672.45 122.00
Interest, Town & Special 8,205.40 8,205.40
Life Guards 1,500.00 1,491.44 8.56
Public Library 642.00 642.00
Public Toilet 2,247.36 1,939.64 307.72
Police Department 7,254.75 6,905.71 349.04
Poor Department 5,974.50 5,974.50
Schools:
Common 9,168.22 8,602.80 565.42
High  7,441.19 7,371.50 69.69
Textbooks 758.28 740.46 17.82
Maintenance 1,300.00 1,306.72 6.72
Repairs 800.00 1,272.04 472.04
Supplies 1,040.51 993.12 47.39
Manual Training 1,646.43 1,326.92 319.51
Domestic Arts 1,333.42 1,230.48 102.94
Streets Lights  10,000.00 10,132.65 132.65
State Aid Road 3,032.00 4,587.18 1,555.18
State Road Patrol 1,773.50 1,773.50
Sewers and Drains 3,110.68 3,110.68
Sanitary Department 5,000.00 5,202.68 202.68
Sidewalks 1,890.00 1,795.58 94.42
Town Officers 4,701.43 4,701.43
Town Hall 3,052.46 3,052.46
Town Team 1,915.71 1,915.71
Tarvia 6,076.49 6,411.22 334.73
Third Class Road 1,911.46 1,950.49 39.03




Common schools ......................................... $ 8,500.00
High school .................................................  5,800.00
Transportation of high school scholars ..........  300.00
Textbooks ..................................................... 700.00
Schoolhouse repairs ......................................  2,200.00
Maintenance ................................................  1,300.00
School supplies ... .........................................  500.00
Manual training ..............    900.00
Domestic arts ..............................................  800.00
School physician ...........................................  150.00
Nurse...........................................................  1,500.00
Highways and bridges, and contingent ......... 9,000.00
Town officers, and contingent .......................  3,900.00
Poor ..........    4,500.00
Street lights .................................................  10,170.00
Sanitary, and contingent ..............................  5,000.00
Library, and contingent ................................ 600.00
Town hall ..................................................... 2,500.00
State aid road patrol ............................ ........ 900.00
Serial bonds .................................................  9,000.00
Tarvia .......................................................... 6,500.00
Cleaning streets and beach ............................  1,200.00
Collector’s commission, and contingent ......... 1,100.00
Police ........................ ................................. 6,500.00
Sidewalks, and contingent ............................  1,000.00
Sewers.......................................................... 2,000.00
Fire department ...........................................  7,000.00
Team . ....................................... ..................  2,000.00
Hydrant rental ....... .....................................  8,785.00
Life guards, and contingent........................... 1,500.00
Advertising, and contingent .........................  4,000.00
Town interest .................................................  900.00
Special interest ........... ................................. 700.00
Interest on town bonds, and contingent ......... 4,430.00
Interest on special bonds ..............................  1,735.00




To Date, Feb. 18, 1935
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen, Town of Old 
Orchard Beach, Maine.
Gentlemen:
I herewith submit for your consideration the following 
report of tax collections, to balance your commitment to 
me of $148,809.32, this being the total amount of all 
taxes, Real Estate and Personal, including poll tax, sub­
mitted to me for collection.
The following is a detailed report of all paid and 
unpaid taxes and abatements to balance the total amount 
of taxes placed in my hands for collection.
1934 real estate and personal tax money to
treasurer ...............................................$133,030.52
Unpaid non-resident taxes ........................... 7,279.21
Unpaid resident taxes .................................  6,300.94
Abatements, real estate and personal, as listed 14.65
1934 poll tax money ....................................  1,498.50
Unpaid poll tax, as listed ............................  574.50
Poll tax abatements, deceased, old age, and
paid elsewhere ..................................... 111.00
$148,809.32
The following are separate items:
Excise tax to Feb. 1 ...................................  $2,004.41
Interest for 1934 taxes ................................ 85.18
SUPPLEMENTARY TAX, 1935
Submitted for collection ..............................  $479.90





The following summarizes the totals of abatements, 
i.e., names and amounts:
Bernard, Mary ..............................................  $3.50
Gorham, Ernest W..........................................  1.75
Hyneman, Ida ..........................................    3.50
McDermott ...................................................  3.50
Pan-Am. Corp.................................................  2.40
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$14.65
UNPAID NO N-RESIDENT PROPERTY AND PERSONAL
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Ahuntz, James ............................................................................  $ 3.50
Ashlin, Mary Adele ..................................................................  1.80
Albanaki, Mitchell G.................................................................... 4.80
Armstrong, Laura A....................................    126.00
Anderson, John J ........................................................................  1.20
Armstrong, Richard H...............................................................  10.50
Anderson, Samuel ....................................................................  17.50
Benton, Flora ..............................................................................  17.50
Bryant, Mrs. Samuel (Heirs) ...................................................  1.80
Brown, E. J ................................................................................  38.50
Brickett Corp.................................................................................  7.20
Bryant, J. F ................................................................................... 1.20
Blaisdell, Viola ...........................................................   .60
Broudy, Dora .............................................................................. 73.50
Broadhead, Mrs. Alary (Owner Unknown) ..........................  3.50
Berry, Perley E ..........................................................................  29.76
Blanchard, Mrs. Eva ..............   2.63
Brenner, Joseph ......................................   87.50
Chandler, Charles H. and Margaret .....................................  5.25
Costello, Esther ........................................................................  73.50
Coombs, Phoena E......................................................................  8.75
Clark, Albert L............................................................................ 92.75
Cogswell, Mary E......................................................................  68.35
Cowan, Ethel G. and Mrs. J. W ............................................. 5.25
Clark, E. C..................................................................................  21.00
Christian Endeavor Society ..................................................... 3.50
Cann, Lula H ...............................................................................  57.75
Charette, Henry P ......................................................................  3.60
Conley, Daniel J ......................................................................... 52.50
Chamberlain, Edna G................................................................. 4.38
Cesari. Antonio or (Owner Unknown) .............................. 26.25
Card, Mary Annie ......................................................................  10.50
Curtice. Sadie M.......................................................................... 14.00
Cornell, Lillian R........................................................................  8.16
Dodge, James H ..........................................................................  4.38
DeGrys, Viola ............................................................................  7.50
Davis, Angie M..........................................................................  24.50
Dodge. Alice B. C.............................................................   119.00
Dvnant, Harry ................   45.50
Emery, Ralph ..........................................................................  41.13
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Fay, Mrs. Ruth E. .................................    52.50
Furman, Frank ..........................................................................   4.38
Frost, William R. (Heirs) ...................................................   141.75
Finkleman, David ......................................................................  134.75
Finks, Arthur ............................................................................  22.75
Fern Park Land Co.....................................................................  105.00
Finks, Abraham ........................................................................  14.00
Groce, Mrs. Edith E.................................................................... 78.75
Girard, Alexina ..........................................................................  2.40
Goodwin, Morrill P....................................................................  5.25
Giller, Wilbert E. and Ethel R................................................  19.26
Golding, Frank ....................... .................................. ................  12.25
Greenburg, Morris ....................................................................  36.25
Horr, Lydia H.............................................................................. 1.75
Hughson, William ..................................................................... 2.40
Hills, Mary ..................................................................................  47.25
Henderson, Mrs. F. M. J. ........................................................... 57.75
Hebbard, Mrs. Stella ................................................................. 54.10
Hogan, John and Marietta or Mary Connor ......................  52.50
Hirchon, Julia V..........................  71.75
Harlowe, Elmer L. (Heirs) ...................................................  22.75
Hague, James H.......................................................................... 28.00
Harper Grain Co........................................................................  35.00
Johnson, Fannie L........................................................................ 2.40
Jvanovitch, Maryka ..........................   2.40
Joy, Edwin E....................................................................... ........  2.40
Kimball, F. R..............................................................................  3.60
Kircogopoulas, Alice ................................................................  3.60
Lewin, Ada P...............................................................................  7.00
Lawson, Harry W................................................. ..................... 7.00
Livingstone, Catherine ...........................................................  12.00
LaPonne, Arthur ........................................................................  24.50
Lawrence, W. J.............................................................................  21.00
Leavitt, Frank R..........................................................................  7.00
Leavitt, Frank J..........................................................................  17.50
Lodge, John B............................................................................. 56.00
Martel. Josephine ......................................................................  45.50
Merrill, Olive M...........................................................................  1.75
Marcotte, Thomas ......................................................................  2.40
McIntyre, Clara J. (Heirs) .....   4.38
Morrison, Manetta ..................................................................... 96.25
Marr, Isabella S..........................................................................  1.80
Meyers, John J., Jr...................................................................  49.00
Meserve, Mildred ......................................................................  17.50
Michaud, Paul ............................................................................  220.50
Mnrtel, Mary C.............................................................................  59.50
Monette, Joseph ........................................................................  82.25
Murphy, Mary A........................................................................  7.20
McDonald, J. G..........................................................................  21.00
Maloney, John J. ...........................................................................  140.00
Meltzer, Solomon ..................................................................  108.50
Marston, Ermina B...................................................................... 24.70
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Martin, Leighton L...................................................................... 22.75
Alarston, William W................................................................ 6.13
Marston, Pierce ..........................................................................  6.13
Martin, Harriet M.......................................................................  5.25
Moustakis, Nicholas C.............................................................. ...............  84.00
Nichols, Claude E........................................................................ 4.38
Nichols, Clarence E....................................................................  52.50
Nichols, John .............................................................................. 3.60
Nestor Realty Co.........................................................................  12.00
Nichols, William .......................................................................  42.00
O’Brien, Patricia ........................................................................  4.38
Olympia Corporation ................................................................  507.50
Old Orchard House Trust Co..................................................... 2,292.50
Purington, Humphrey (Heirs) ...............................................  5.25
Powell, Millie F. L...................................................................... 1.20
Perry, Richard H........................................................................  12.00
Petersen, Mary L........................................................................  .60
Patrinelis, Husula ....................................................................  9.60
Pappatreantafilopoul, Hustos ...................................................  .60
Press, Lena .................................................................................. 38.50
Phinney, Myra E........................................................................  35.00
Patreinelis, John S. and Andre S............................................  5.40
Place, C Wilson ......................................................................  4.80
Pease, Henry F.............................................................................  28.00
Peters Cafe or Mrs. Karmindes .............................................  26.25
Pomeroy, Bessie E......................................................................  28.88
Pierce, Adelbertine D. ...............................................................  5.25
Roy, Clarence S..........................................................................  4.38
Roaf, Charles H. (Heirs) ....................................................... 2.40
Romeo, Evelyn .........................................................................  1.20
Romanoff, John G.  ..................................................... 1.20
Robinson, R. G.............................................................................  28.00
Richardson, Herbert O. and Esther .......................................  29.76
Ro'senburg, Samuel and Jacob .................................................  161.00
Rosenburg Bros............................................................................  17.50
Shaw, John H.............................................................................. 31.50
Saunders, Ernest W.........................................................   9.63
Stathakis, Efstapthes ............................................................... 4.80
Stanley, William (Heirs) ......................................................... 2.40
Stathopoulas, Spyros ................................................................  12.00
Small, Elden ...................................................   1.20
Smith, Charles (Heirs) ........................................................... 1.20
St. Leger, Thomas C...................................................................  1.20
Sands, Lester G............................................................................ 13.20
Steeves, Freeman J. and Mathe G..........................................  5.38
Spector, Abraham and Ida ...........................    21.00
Smith, George E........................................................     26.25
Tarr, Herbert L. ................ .....................................................  200.00
Tomalis, George and James Kampas .....................................  7.20
Thurlough, James R.................................................................... 7.00
Trott, Albert E............................................................................  5.25
Thomas, Mabel ............................................................................  17.50
Thoits, Charles R........................................................................  29.76
Owner Unknown ........................................................................  1.75
Varville, Arthur W....................................................................  44.63
Varivickestes, Andrew ............................................................... .60
Waterhouse, Mary A..................................................................  12.00
Wentworth, E. E.......................................................................... 5.25
Wallace, Frank S.........................................................................  10.00
Williams, Charles ......................................................................  1.80
Whitney, Frances ......................................................................  3.50
Walter, Alfred and Louise K....................................................  17.50
Yaggie, Nagit ............................................................................  19.26
Zofis, Steve ..................................................................................  17.50
$7,279.21
UNPAID RESIDENT PROPERTY AND PERSONAL TAX
Angis, Peter H.............................................................................  $ 8.75
Anderson, Samuel ....................................................................... 21.00
Anderson, Celia A. (Estate) ....................................................  266.09
Arno, Lester ..............................................................................  8.50
Bryant, Herman L......................................................................  26.40
Blow, Arthur J.............................................................................  7.20
Bernier, E. F. F..........................................................................  428.75
Bellevue, Max and Howard .....................................................  7.00
Bellevue, Maurice ......................................................................  8.75
Boston Fruit Co...........................................................................  22.54
Bellevue, Robert ........................................................................  56.09
Briggs, Bertha F.......................................................................... 38.50
Eoston, Ida P................................................................................ 554.76
Boulaway, Inc............................................................................ 301.01
Clark, Annie E.............................................................................. 108.50
Cummings, Rose ........................................................................  7.00
Critchley, Harry ........................................................................  9.49
De Grace, Fred ............................................................................  12.00
Dopkeen, Dena ............................................................................
Downey, Mary ............................................................................  10.75
Duhamel, Margaret ................................................................  82.25
Dansereau, Engence C. (Heirs) ................................................  21.00
Davis, William M. (Heirs) .....................................................  88.85
Owner Unknown ........................................................................  21.00
De Cicco, Philip ........................................................................  14.00
Entwistle, James A and Adelaide ...............................................  119.00
Ferris, Isaac ................................................................................  36.00
  Fitzgibbons, Nellie M. A. ............................................   1.20
Fowler, Emma D.......................................................................... 63.00
Googins, Nellie M........................................................................ 56.00
Gilman, Ida M.............................................................   7.80
GoYibc"g. Lewis (Heirs)   105.09
Gatewood Mary A........... ........................................................... 73.50
Garand, Georgia L. ......................................................... ....... 63 09
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Grady, Blanche ............................................................................  48.13
Guild, Emma ..............................................................................  35.00
Harvey, Myra A.........................................................................  35.00
Higgins, Hattie M.......................................................................  38.05
Hust, Albert .............................................................................. 46.20
Harberger, John .............................................................................. 26.40
Hersom, Joel W .......................................................................... 12.25
Hunt, Lucien F. J .......................................................................  7.00
Herrick, Agnes L. (Heirs) ..........................................................  24.50
Hoctor, John and Ellen ................................................................  10.00
Owner Unknown ......................................................................  17.50
Ingalls, Robert H ........................................................................  63.00
Jacques, Philomena ....................................................................  166.00
Jones, Harry M.................................................................................  42.00
Johnson. Mary F .............................................................................. 14.00
Jones, Katherine P......................................................................  46.25
Kennedy, Jane ............................................................................ 2.63
Kaity Steeves Kakes ......................................................................  17.50
Lamont, Wilbur A...................................................................... 19.26
La Blanc, Thomas F ...................................................................  10.50
Lowe, Lucy J ...............................................................................  3.50
Libby, Arthur L.......................................................................... 17.50
Larochelle, John B......................................................................  66.76
Libby, Jennie B.............................................................................  52.50
Leary, Josephine ........................................................................ 68.25
Miller, George W. (Heirs) ..................................................... 66.50
Michaud, Paul ..........................................................................  14.00
Milliken, W. J. C. Co................................................................ 244.75
Miclette, Dorilla ........................................................................ 19.26
Manduca, Mary ..........................................................................  26.25
Mooers, Charles D................... ..................................................  12.88
McLaughlin, Thomas and Mary .............................................  110.25
Marshall, Pliram B. and Amy E............................................  157.50
Marshall, Amy E........................................................................  93.50
Mathews, George H .................................................   11.75
Myers, H. A. ............................................................   157.50
Morgan, Grace E........................................................................  63.00
McLeod, Arthur .......................................................................... 57. 75
Milliken, Franklin ....................................................................  75.25
McCray, Beatrice M..................................................................  32.00
Murphy, William ......................................................................  15.60
Milliken, W. J. C. Co.......................................................... .....  6.00
Minnis, James ............................................................................  26.25
Neault, Sadie ..............................................................................  11.80
Old Orchard Fruit Co..............................................................  17.50
Owner Unknown ......................................................................  10.05
Owner Unknown ........................................................................  19.48
Parrish, I. Fisha ..................... *.................................................  89.^5
Pepin, Mary ................................................................................ 22.7a
Pettengill, A. S.............. ,............................................................  29. <6
Rich, Marie C.........................    60.00
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Richardson, A. W........................................................................ 81.60
Simonds, Lowell (Heirs) ......................................................... 2.40
Strickland, Isabella ....................................................................  16.50
Shorey, Mabel I..........................................................................  29.76
Stelle, Katheryn ........................................................................  73.25
St. Marie, Louis ................................................    112.60
Strombus, Anastasios ................................................................  2.40
Stoneman, Emmalina M...........................................................  84.00
Sudenfield, Anna ........................................................................  42.00
Sudenfield, Anna ........................................................................  10.50
Stone, Etta L...............................................................................  152.25
Towne, Margaret ....................................................... 33.25
Tibbetts, Almon and Amelia ...................................................  35.00
Traynor, David B. and Mary A..............................................  13.50
Turner, Ralph G..........................................................................  43.75
Throumoloes, Louis ................................................................... 17.50
Thurston, Frank H...................................................................... 378.01
Watkins, Ida G. (Estate) .....................................................  47.25
Walton, Mary E. (Heirs) ....................................................... 45.50
Wormwood, Mrs. Marion ....................................................... 18.75
Wharff, Harold S. and Dorothy .............................................  66.50
$6,300.24
UNPAID POLL TAXES, 1935
Arno. William L.........................................................................  $ 3.00
Arno, Leland E............................................................................ 3.00
Arno, Lester W.....................................................    3.00
Atkinson, Thomas ......................................................................  3.00
Bellevue, Robert ......................................................................  3.00
Bellevue, Max ............................................................................  3.00
Bolduc, Napoleon ......................................................................  3.00
Bright, John ....................................................    3.00
Bradeen, John ............................................................................  3.00
Burnham, Walter ......................................................................  3.00
Brennan, William .......................................................................  3.00
Bean, Arnold ..............................................................................  3.00
Beaudoin, Ernest ........................................................................  3.00
Belyea, Raymond J......................................................................  3.00
Bilodeau, Romeo ........................................................................  3.00
Bonney, Willard E......................................................................  3.00
Brown, J. H................................................................................  3.00
Cook, George L............................................................................ 3.00
Connor, John ................................................................................ 3.00
Cook, Leon O...................................................   3.00
Cockerille, Walter E.........................................................   3.00
Chambers, Joseph E.................................................    3.00
Coronois, Socrates ....................................................................  3.00
Cote, George ................................................................................  3.00
Cyr, Luc ...................................................................................   3.00
Cummings, Charles E................................................................. 3.70
Chapman, Everett R.




Caswell, Ross R ............
Capitelle, George 
De Grace, Anthony
Dow, Derry W. F .........
Duhamel, Arthur
De Grace, Fred ...........
Davis, Earl M................
Du Devoid, Fred E.......


















Groce, Webster H .........
Goldstein, Ludwig
Goode, Arthur T ............
Girard, John W .............




































































Hodgkins, Fuller M....................................................................  3.0o
Hunt, L. F.................................................................................... 3.00
Jones, Harry M............................................................................ 3.00
Jensen, Charles L.........................................................................  3.00
Jeffrey, George ............................    3.00
Keith, Charles ............................................................................  3.00
Kekas, Peter G.............................................................................  3.00
Kinney, Calvin E.......................................................................... 3.00
Kenney, Wesley A.......................................................................  3.00
Kearns, Carl J...............................................................................  3.00
Lambert, Clifford ......................................................................  3.00
Lamont, Wilbur A........................................................................ 3.00
Lanoue, Walter ............................................................................  3.00
Leger, Wilrose ...................................... .....................................  3.00
Leonard, George E.......................................................................  3.00
Libby, Arthur L...........................................................................  3.00
Larochelle, Napoleon O. ..............................................................  3.00
Leavitt, Melvin F........................................................................  3.00
Lombard, James E.......................................................................  3.00
Leighton, Frank J................... ..................................................  3.00
Law, Charles W...........................................................................  3.00
Lessard J........................................................................................ 3.00
Levesque, Philip I. ........................................................................ 3.00
Lambrides, Antonios M..............................................................  3.00
Ledaux, Fred ..............................................................................  3.00
Marcotte, Harry ......................................................................  3.00
Marshall, Hiram B......................................................................  3.00
Martin, George ............................................................................  3.00
McCarn, Hugh ............................................................................  3.00
McLaughlin, Thomas ................................................................  3.00
McLeod, Arthur W......................... .........................................  3.00
McSweeney, Jeremiah ............................................................... 3.00
Milliken, Franklin ..................................................................... 3.00
Mooers, Charles E........................................................................ 3.00
Murphy, Edward F......................................................................  3.00
Morrill, Ralph A...........................................................................  3.00
McCormick, James A................................................................. 3.00
McAffee, Duncan J......................................................................  3 00
Michaud, Paul ..........................................................................  3.00
Mitchell, Harold ........................................................................  3.00
Martin, Clinton E........................................................................  3.00
Manducas, Theodore ................................................................... 3.00
Martin, John R............................................................................  3.00
Morgan, Aimslie ......................................................................... 3.00
Merrill, Eugene ..........................................................................  3.00
Meservey, Guy W........................................................................  3.00
Monroe, Lawrence ....................................................................  3.00
Monre, ilton F. ..................................  .................. . 3.00
Norton Charles W..................................    3.00
Neav't Ludger.................... ..........................................................  3.00
Nicolnson, Henry ......................................................................  3.00
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Norbury, Harry ..........................................................................  3.00
Mills, Enarard H .........................................................................  3.00
McHugh, Thomas R..........................................................................  3.00
McCannon, Dester C..........................................................................  3.00
Marshall, John B........................................................... .............. 3.00
O’Brien, William H ..........................................................................  3.00
O’Meara, Thomas P ..........................................................................  1.50
Perrault, Theodore A................................................................  3.00
Perreault, Conrad ......................................................................  3.00
Porrier, Edward C.......................................................................  3.00
Phillips, John ,............................................................................  3.00
Porshin, John .............................................................................. 3.00
Peckham, James ..........................................................................  3.00
Parisean, Eugene .............. .........................................................  3.00
Paul, Ernest L.............................................................................  3.00
Pepin, Gerard M.......................................................................... 3.00
Porter, James T................................................ ..........................  3.00
Quirk, Michael J .........................................................................  3.00
Quinby, Gleeson ........................................................................  3.00
Rallis, Alexander ......................................................................  3.00
Robichaud, Joseph C.................................................................... 3.00
Roberts, Henry ..........................................................................  3.00
Rowe, Seth W ........................ ...................................................  3.00
Rushia, Thomas J ........................................................................ 3.00
Roy, Earl ...........................................................................................  3.00
Ricketts, Irvin ................................................................ ............  3.00
Shorey, Irving .............................................................................. 3.00
Sudenfield, Jacob ........................................................................  3.00
Sutherland, Frances ..................................................................  3.00
St. Marie, Louis ..............................................................................  3.00
Shorey, Paul E............................ .......... .....................................  3.00
Stathakis, ...................................................................................... 3.00
Southwick, James ......................................................................  3.00
Stone, Charles ............................................................................  3.00
Staples, George ..........................................................................  3.00
Steele, Archibald ........................................................................  3.00
Saxie, Morris ............................................................................  3.00
Stone, Wilbur ..............................................................................  3.00
Tibbetts, John .............................................................................. 3.00
Tyler, Ernest ............................................................................  3.00
Toomey, Dustan ..........................................................................  3.00
Tsanklous, George ................................................................. ..  3.00
Trask, Boyd L............................................................................  3.00
Walton, William ........................................................................  3.00
Weatherby, Harry ......................................................................  3.00
Whitney, Don J ............................................................................ 3 .00
Wood, William ..........................................................................  3.00
Woodman, Harold S.................................................................... 3.0
Wyman, Charles .........................................................................  3.00
Woodman, Ralph .......................................................................  3.00
Witham, Leroy ............... ..........................................................  3 .00
Weeks, Maurice H......................................................................  3.00
Witham, Mark W......................................................................  3.00
Welch, Abram P.......................................................................... 3.00
York, Charles W........................................................................  3.00
$574.50
REPORT OF TOWN TREASURER
Harriet M. Googins, Treasurer
Town of Old Orchard Beach
Balance in treasury, January 1, 1934 ............$ 490.80
Notes receivable .........................................  53,050.00
State of Maine, Treasury Dept.:
Highway, snow removal ........................ 629.61
Maintenance, patrol of highway ............  1,073.50
Forestry, white pine blister ................... 99.97
State aid road ......................................  1,466.00
Third class road, 1933 ........................... 1,700.69
Third class road, 1934 ........................... 1,911.46
Tarvia .................................................  61.00
State school fund .................................  2,060.02
Manual training ...................................  600.00
Domestic arts ......................................  528.42
R. R. and telephone tax.........................  29.92
Bank stock tax ..................................... 22.71
Public library ......................................  42.00
Pensions ..............................................  36.00
Poor department .................................  893.81
Clinton C. Mewer, real estate taxes, 1934 133,030.52
Clinton C. Mewer, polls, 1934 ...............  1,498.50
Clinton C. Mewer, excise tax ...............  2,004.41
Clinton C. Mewer, supplementary tax .... 479.90
Jos. J. Mullen, excise taxes ................... 1,066.42
Jos. J. Mullen, polls, 1933, and abatements 393.00 
Jos. J. Mullen, real estate and abatements,
1933 ......................   673.90
Jos. J. Mullen, back taxes .................... . 16.03
Tax deeds ............................................. 13,937.14
Tax deeds, interest ................................ 844.07
C. C. Mewer, tax interest ......................  85.18
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Interest, refund ............ ....................... 20.00
Licenses, contingent ...........................  2,262.50
Licenses, dog ......................................  196.00
Advertising .........................................  2,647.50
Contingent, miscellaneous ....................  10.00
Fire dept., refund, uniforms ................... 141.89
Highway, Biddeford & Saco R. R. Co....  105.60
Biddeford & Saco Water Co....  3.00
Health nurse, cash fees .........................  68.20
Metropolitan Ins. Co........  193.00
John Hancock Ins. Co......  33.25
Police dept., refund, uniforms, badges, etc. 164.25
Telephone tolls .............. . 3.90
Insurance .........................  43.20
Biddeford & Saco Water Co. 2.40
Boston & Maine R. R. Co. 41.00
Public toilet collections .........................  2,247.36
Poor dept., City of Biddeford ...............  75.36
Town of Kennebunk . ........... 16.00
Town of Windsor, Vt........... 95.00
Refund, supplies .................  2.00
Sewer assessments .............. 136.60
Sidewalks ........................... 90.00
State aid road ....................  100.00
Manual training .................  34.93
Domestic arts ....................  5.00
Tarvia, Mrs. W. B. Smith .... 15.49
Town hall, rent ................... 31.75
Insurance .........  29.00
Refund ............  6.40
Transfer, cr. commissions and
abatements ................... 159.00
Transfer, cr. interest ..........  3,586.15
Transfer, highways, cr. new
streets .........................  800.00
Transfer, cr. poor dept.........  392.33
Transfer, cr. sewer dept........ 1,474.08
Transfer, cr. town officers .... 651.43
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Transfer, town team ..........  115.71
Transfer, cr. town hall ......... 985.61
$236,309.87
233,635.67
Balance ....................  $2,674.20
Cash in banks—York National Bank ............  $ 849.56
Pepperell Trust Co..............  1,824.64
$2,674.20
DISBURSEMENTS
Notes payable .............................................$ 53,650.00
State of Maine, tax, 1934 ............................  14,704.25
York county tax, 1934 .................................  6,487.75
Advertising....................  5,678.09
Bonds, serial ..............................................  8,000.00
Commissions and abatements ...................... 1,159.00
Contingent .................................................. 20,887.02
Fire department .........................................  7,707.95
Hydrants ...................................................  8,785.00
Highways and bridges ............................   10,928.23
Third class road .........................  1,950.49
Cleaning beach and streets ......... 1,113.35
Health nurse ..............................................  1,672.45
Interest, town and special ........................... 8,205.40
Life guards ................................................  1,491.44
Licenses, dog ..............................................  177.00
Public library ............................................. 642.00
Police department ......................................  6,905.71
Poor department ........................................  5,974.50
Public toilet ................................................  1,939.64
Pensions, soldiers ........................................  27.00
Schools, common ........................................  8,602.80
High .............................................  7,371.50
Manual training ............................  1,326.92
Domestic arts ................................ 1,230.48
Textbooks ..................................... 740.46
Supplies ........................................  993.12
Maintenance .................................  1,306.72
Repairs ........................................  1,272.04
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Street lights ..............................................  10,132.65
Sewers and drains ....................... ..............  3,110.68
Sanitary department ................................... 5,202.68
Sidewalks ................................................... 1,795.58
State aid road ............................................. 4,587.18
State road patrol ........................................ 1,773.50
Tarvia ................... ..... ........ ......................  6,411.22
Town officers ....................... ......................  4,701.43
Town team ...................................... ...........  1,915.71
Town hall ...................................................  3,052.76
Teachers’ pensions, 1933 .............................  123.22
$233,736.92




To the Trustees of the Old Orchard hree Public Library: 
I respectfully submit my report for the year ending 
December 31, 1934.
Received from dues .......................... $83.72
Received from refunds v.....................  6.00
Received from sale of magazines ....... .50
---------  $90.22
Paid for P. O. box rent .....................  $ 6.00
For refunds .............................. 6.00
Treasurer from fines ................  80.00
For supplies ..............................
---------  $89.72
Balance .............................. $ .50
Total number of books, Jan. 1, 1935 ................ 10,5
Added by purchase .................................... 2 4 0
Added by gift ........................ ........ ...............158Lost incrula12
Cards issued ................ ............ ................. ..... 295
Card holders ................................... .............  1,865
Largest circulation, November 17 . ....... .........  226
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Smallest circulation, July 4 ............................  17
Visitors to reading room ................................ 2,841
Total circulation ...........................................  22,071
Respectfully submitted, 
ELIZABETH A. HOUSE, Librarian.
TREASURER’S REPORT
Receipts
Balance on hand Jan. 1, 1934 ..............  $149.16
Received from town appropriation ...... 600.00
Received from State fund ...............  42.00
Received from fines...........................  80.00
Received from refunds ...................... 6.00
Total.......................................  $877.16
Expenditures
Paid E. A. House, librarian ..............  $364.00
Gaylord Bros., supplies ............  6.30
Dearborn News Co., books ......... 174.36
Mutual Library Binding Co......... 6.87
M. E. Hill Co., insurance ..........  10.70
Remington Rand Co., acct. book 4.75
Tax on checks, postage, etc......... 2.40
---------  $569.38
Balance on hand Jan. 1, 1935 $307.78
BUILDING FUND
Amount in treasury Jan. 1, 1934 ........ $3,541.18
Interest received ................................ 166.98
Amount in fund Jan. 1, 1935 ....... $3,708.16
Respectfully submitted,
KATIE L. LUCE, Treasurer.
A u d ito r 's  R e p o r t
To the Legal Voters of the Town of Old Orchard Beach :
I have examined the accounts of the selectmen assess­
ors, overseers of the poor, tax collector; town treasurer, and 
treasurer of the free public library for the fiscal year ending 
December 31, 1934 and have found them correct, each ex­
penditure being properly vouched for.
KATHERINE L. WHITMAN, Auditor.
OF OLD ORCHARD BEACH FOR 1934 
REPORT OF THE PUBLICITY DIRECTOR
I, herewith, submit my report for the year ending 
March 1, 1935.
The duties of your Publicity Director have been varied 
and included not only sending out publicity material 
about the resort, but also arranging for adequate and 
increased transportation services to Old Orchard Beach; 
arranging for feature events which would develop pub­
licity for the town; entertaining official guests; securing 
field days; working in cooperation with the Board of 
Selectmen in connection with town development mat­
ters; distributing the booklets and other advertising 
material of the town; placing speakers about Old 
Orchard Beach before various organizations; writing, 
designing and printing its annual resort folder; arrang­
ing for Old Orchard Beach exhibitions; and, in fact, 
doing anything and everything that might be deemed 
desirable for the publicizing and development of the 
resort. His work was carried on under the direction of 
the Old Orchard Beach Publicity Bureau, Inc., by which 
he was employed.
The following may be considered some of the principal 
accomplishments of the Publicity Bureau, working 
through its Publicity Director:
1. Was largely responsible for the inauguration of the 
joint Canadian National, Canadian Pacific, Boston 
and Maine, through-train service between Montreal 
and Old Orchard Beach, which proved to be of 
immense value in developing Canadian business for 
the resort.
2. Was responsible for arranging a bus service between 
Montreal and Old Orchard Beach over the lines of 
the Champlain Frontier Coach Lines, the Provincial 
Transport Company, and the Boston and Maine, and 
to have Old Orchard Beach featured as the terminus 
of this through route in the bus line time-tables. 
This was accomplished through conferences held at
Montreal between the Publicity Director of the 
Bureau, and officials of these lines.
3. Arranged for excursions to Old Orchard Beach with 
the various railroads, through conferences by the 
Publicity Director at Boston, Montreal, and Ottawa. 
These excursions were from Montreal, Ottawa 
(new), Troy, N. Y., Springfield, Mass., Worcester, 
Mass, (new), Bangor and Central Maine, Boston, 
Lawrence, Haverhill, Dover, Portland, and other 
points.
4. Secured the cooperation of the Eastern Steamship 
Lines in advertising Old Orchard Beach in New 
York City, and in stimulating traffic to Old Orchard 
Beach by the all-water route.
5. Secured the cooperation of the Canadian Pacific and 
the Canadian National Railroads in advertising Old 
Orchard Beach in Canada.
6. Secured the distribution of approximately 15,000 
Old Orchard Beach folders throughout the leading 
tourist, railroad, steamship, and automobile informa­
tion bureaus in Canada and the United States. The 
important point concerning this distribution is that 
the booklets were sent out only to the bureaus which 
agreed to distribute them, and approximately 100 
bureaus were visited by the Publicity Director and 
the attractions and advantages of Old Orchard 
Beach, as a summer resort, were explained person­
ally by him. This is the most effective kind of pub­
licity, that of personal contact with the persons who 
actually route tourists.
7. Held personal interviews with the high officials of 
the Canadian Pacific, Canadian National, Boston 
and Maine, New York, New Haven & Hartford, 
Eastern Steamship Lines, Maine Central, and the 
various bus companies, in regard to their developing 
Old Orchard Beach business.
8. Spent nearly three weeks on the road, in Canada 
and the United States, developing Old Orchard 
Beach business through increased transportation 
facilities, through contact with information bureaus,
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and personal calls upon newspaper editors in order 
to get them to use stories and pictures, throughout 
the summer, of Old Orchard Beach.
9. Conducted a newspaper advertising campaign in 
Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Boston, Providence, 
New York, Hartford, Springfield, and Maine. An 
interesting sidelight on this advertising is that as a 
result of it, upon their own statement, thirty-two 
Montreal people on a single street and within the 
limits of one block, came to Old Orchard Beach last 
summer and stayed two weeks.
10. Conducted an all-summer radio campaign in Mon­
treal, Boston and Springfield.
11. Secured more newspaper publicity in all of these 
cities than Old Orchard Beach has ever had before, 
according to the statements of the newspapers 
themselves.
12. Through personal invitations given by the Publicity 
Director, we entertained at Old Orchard Beach, for 
the first time, several high railroad, automobile and 
newspaper officials, with the result that they were 
responsible, and will continue to be responsible, for 
a large volume of business coming to Old Orchard 
Beach. One official the Bureau entertained, T. G. 
Kirby, of the Montreal Motorists’ League, the 
American Automobile Association of Canada, was 
responsible for routing nearly 2,000 automobile par­
ties to Old Orchard Beach.
13. Sent out from two to five stories about Old Orchard 
Beach each week to approximately thirty-eight 
newspapers in the United States and Canada, all of 
which have given the stories excellent display.
14. Entertained Miss Jeannette Morin, Montreal, the 
Canadian Queen of Sports, for one week, and thus 
secured a very large amount of International and 
local publicity.
15. Provided weekly firework displays which brought 
very large crowds to Old Orchard Beach every 
Wednesday night.
16. Was responsible for the development of two num-
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bered through-highway routes directly into Old 
Orchard Beach, something never had before. These 
were Route Number 5, from Fryeburg to Old Or­
chard Beach, to accommodate the Montreal traffic, 
and Route Number 9, another through route for 
traffic from Albany, New York, and western points. 
Both of these are excellent highways, avoiding the 
congested main thoroughfares, and have been devel­
oped, through publicity and radio, by the Bureau 
for Old Orchard Beach business to such an extent 
that their traffic has been enormously increased. As 
proof of this statement the hotel at Cornish has 
stated that this Montreal-Old Orchard Beach traffic 
has been a life-saver, and likewise at Fryeburg a 
similar statement has been made.
17. As a result of the Bureau’s advertising, nearly 1,000 
inquiries about Old Orchard Beach were received, 
and every one of these was answered with a personal 
letter from the Bureau, demanding the full-time 
services of an assistant and, during the rush period 
in June and July, requiring her to work both eve­
nings and Sundays.
18. Notwithstanding the Bureau’s location on the sec­
ond floor, a good-sized number of tourists called 
there for information.
19. Entertained the staff photographer of the National 
Geographic Magazine, who took a number of pic­
tures of Old Orchard Beach, some of which are to be 
published in an article on Maine in the May issue; 
also the Maine Development Commission and news­
paper photographers.
20. Organized a group of bathing girls and boys who did 
effective work in connection with pictures of beach 
scenes taken by the photographers named above, and 
also for the motion picture cameramen, and for our 
own photographer.
21. Took a large number of pictures for use in 1935 pub­
licity material, including booklets, newspaper and 
magazine advertising.
22. Entertained the sports writers of Maine, New
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Hampshire and Massachusetts at a dinner at which 
Max Baer was guest, and secured a large amount of 
newspaper publicity through it.
23. Assisted at Augusta in developing public work 
projects for the benefit of Old Orchard Beach.
24. Was able to secure Old Orchard Beach representa­
tion on the Admiral Byrd South Polar radio broad­
cast, originating in Portland, on August 26th. This 
was an international broadcast, comprising 56 land 
stations, and several short wave stations, which 
gave Old Orchard Beach world-wide publicity. Fred 
Allen and Portland Hoffa, famous radio stars and 
frequent summer residents of Old Orchard Beach, 
represented this resort on the program.
25. Staged several meetings, featuring Old Orchard 
Beach, in connection with service club and other 
luncheons.
26. Brought Bill Edson, world’s champion fly-caster and 
fisherman, to Old Orchard Beach to exploit and pub­
licize fly-fishing for mackerel, a new sport which has 
big possibilities for bringing business here. Still pic­
tures and motion pictures of Edson catching the 
mackerel were taken by the Maine Fish and Game 
Department and by the Maine Development Com­
mission. These are being shown throughout the 
northeastern section of the United States this winter 
by Edson personally. As a result of the newspaper 
publicity in connection with Edson’s visit at least 
one cottage was reported rented for September by a 
party wishing to try the fishing and another large 
party came from New Hampshire for the same pur­
pose. Several nationally known fishermen are com­
ing to Old Orchard Beach next summer to try this 
new sport, as well as a number of parties from differ­
ent sections of the east.
27. Designed and printed an edition of about 55,000 Old 
Orchard Beach folders for 1935. This folder has al­
ready been declared by several experts to be one of 
the most attractive and most effective resort book­
lets that has appeared during the year.
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28. Had an Old Orchard Beach booth and display at the 
New England Sportsman’s and Boat Show, at Bos­
ton, in February, which was the only display of its 
kind at the show. The booth was inspected by thou­
sands ; approximately 250,000 people from eastern 
United States and eastern Canada visited the show 
and 12,000 Old Orchard Beach booklets were given 
out to interested inquirers. Many hundreds were 
personally induced to visit this resort during the 
coming summer.
29. Made arrangements for the visit of Marie Plante, 
of Springvale, who won a “Miss Old Orchard Beach” 
beauty contest here last summer, to go to Montreal 
in December as the special and only guest of the 
Montreal Beauty Pageant, at which the Canadian 
Queen of Sports is chosen. Miss Plante was royally 
entertained by the committee and was taken on a 
tour of other Province of Quebec cities. The trip 
resulted in a vast amount of excellent publicity for 
Old Orchard Beach. This summer the Canadian
  Queen of Sports chosen at the pageant will visit us.
30. The Publicity Bureau has sponsored the Old Orchard 
Beach Sea Wall and Promenade project, believing 
that to do so would give this resort more continuous 
high-grade publicity than any other single thing, 
even if the project were not approved by the Federal 
Government. This has turned out to be true beyond 
all expectations. A vast amount of publicity cover­
ing the eastern United States and Canada has been 
given Old Orchard Beach because of its aggressive 
campaign to put this project over.
31. The Bureau was also instrumental in inaugurating 
a project for a Maine Coast Scenic Highway, which 
would route tourist traffic into Maine through this 
resort.
32. The Bureau also aided the selectmen in securing 
funds from the State to develop the recreation park 
on Milliken Street, through the FFRA.
 33. It compiled important and valuable statistics about 
Old Orchard Beach, what it has to offer, and where 
it gets the major part of its tourist business.
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34. Organized a Kiddies’ Day, which proved quite suc­
cessful, notwithstanding bad weather conditions.
35. Originated a new slogan for Old Orchard Beach to 
acquaint the world that it is America’s greatest 
International resort, a tremendous selling point in 
developing new business. This slogan is “The Play­
ground of Two Nations” and it has been accepted 
by press and public with much enthusiasm.
36. The Bureau, acting in conjunction with the Biddeford 
and Saco Kiwanis Club, have made a bid for the 1936 
Convention of the New England District of Kiwanis 
International and fully expect favorable action.
In closing, I would like to say that the new Publicity 
Bureau made progress during the past year. However, it 
must be emphasized that the work of greatly increasing 
the summer business of our resort is not the task of a 
single year, but of several. The vacationists of eastern 
United States and of Canada can be induced to try the 
 outstanding health-giving advantages and scenic attrac- 
tions of Old Orchard Beach only by continuous advertis­
ing and publicity, by the constant development and im­
provement of our facilities for handling and entertaining 
tourists and by making them feel they are welcome while 
they are here. Attracting vacationists to any resort is 
today more highly competitive than almost any other 
business. It takes constant plugging, increased publicity 
budgets, more attractions, better accommodations, con­
venient transportation facilities, and, most important of 
all, good roads leading to the resort.
Old Orchard Beach, with its wonderful stretch of sea- 
coast sand, is superbly located to benefit in the future 
through increased tourist traffic. By all working together 
it can be accomplished. 
I wish to thank everyone for their fine cooperation and 
helpfulness in connection with my work the past year. I 





To Irving C. Lyon, Constable of the Town of Old 
Orchard Beach, in the County of York:
Greeting:—
In the name of the State of Maine, you are hereby 
required to notify and warn the inhabitants of said Town 
of Old Orchard Beach qualified to vote in town affairs, to 
assemble at the Town Hall on Monday, the 4th day of 
March, A. D. 1935, at 9 o’clock in the forenoon, then and 
there to act upon the following articles, to wit:
1st. To choose a moderator to preside at said meeting.
2nd. To choose all necessary town officers for the 
ensuing year.
3rd. To hear and act upon the reports of the town 
officers and all special and standing committees.
4th. To see what action the town will take in relation 
to the pay of town officers.
5th. To see what sums of money the town will vote 
to raise. 1st, common schools. 2nd, for free high school. 
3rd, for free textbooks. 4th, for repairing schoolhouses. 
5th for school supplies. 6th, for transportation of high 
school pupils. 7th, schoolhouse maintenance. 8th, for 
manual training. 9th, for school physician as required by 
law. 10th, for domestic arts. 11th, for nursing service. 
12th for making and repairing highways and bridges. 
13th, for support of poor. 14th, for the pay of town offi­
cers. 15th, for maintaining street lights. 16th, for con­
tingent expenses. 17th for sanitary expenses. 18th, for 
town interest on bonds. 19th, for interest on notes for 
money hired in anticipation of taxes. 20th, for the public 
library and building fund. 21st, for heating, lighting, and 
care of town property. 22nd, for moth nests. 23rd, for 
State aid road patrol. 24th, for public toilet. 25th, for 
advertising. 26th, for payment of serial bonds. 27th, for 
tarvia. 28th, for maintenance of third class highways. 
29th, cleaning streets and beach.
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6th. To see what sums of money the town will vote 
to raise to pay collector’s commission and abatements.
7th. To see if the town will vote to pay the premium 
on surety bonds for tax collector and treasurer.
8th. To see if the town will vote when the taxes shall 
be committed to the collector for collection and what rate 
of interest, if any, will be charged thereon, thereafter.
9th. To see if the town will vote pursuant to Section 
83 of Chapter 5 of the Revised Statutes of 1930, to 
authorize the issuance and negotiation by the treasurer 
with the approval of the selectmen, of notes of the town, 
in anticipation of taxes, to the amount which shall not 
exceed in the aggregate outstanding at any one time, 
$100,000, for temporary loans to be paid during the cur­
rent year in which they are made out of money raised 
  during such current year by taxes.
10th. To see if the town will authorize the selectmen 
and treasurer to issue town notes to pay those, if any, 
which fall due the present year.
11th. To see if the town will authorize the assessors 
to make such abatements as they think reasonable.
12th. To see what action the town will take and what 
sum of money, if any, the town will raise to maintain one 
or more yearly patrolmen.
13th. To see what action the town will take and what 
sums of money the town will raise to maintain a police 
force; to construct and maintain sidewalks; to construct 
and maintain sewers and drains; to maintain a fire 
department; to maintain town team and driver; for 
hydrant rental; for liquidating serial bonds; for interest 
on serial bonds; for interest on notes issued in anticipa­
tion of taxes, all within the limits set out in Section IV 
of the act of incorporation of the Town of Old Orchard, 
to be a separate tax, to be assessed and collected as 
provided in said act.
14th. To see if the town will vote “yes” or “no” on 
the question of appropriating and raising money neces­
sary to entitle the town to State aid, as provided in Sec­
tion 20 of Chapter 28 of the Public Laws of 1930.
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15th. To see if the town will raise and appropriate the 
sum of $1,466.00 for the improvement of the section of 
the State aid road, as outlined in the report of the State 
Highway Commission, in addition to the amounts regu­
larly raised for the care of ways, highways and bridges, 
the amount being the maximum which the town is 
allowed to raise under the provisions of Section 19 of 
Chapter 28 of the Public Laws of 1930, or under the 
provisions of Section 22 of Chapter 28 of the Revised 
Statutes of 1930.
16th. To see what streets or parts of streets the town 
will vote to lay dust by applying tarvia or some other 
like material during the summer months, and what sum 
of money they will appropriate for the same.
17th. To see if the town will authorize the selectmen 
to employ special officers as life guards from July 1st to 
Labor Day, and what sum they will appropriate therefor.
18th. To see what sum of money the town will vote 
to grant and raise to be expended and used for adver­
tising the natural resources, advantages and attractions 
of the State of Maine.
19th. To see if the town will vote to exempt from 
taxation, in whole or in part, the property of the Home 
for Aged People Association for the year 1934.
20th. To see if the town will vote to instruct the 
selectmen to pay from any moneys in the contingent fund 
the sum of $50.00 to the C. Fayette Staples Post, Ameri­
can Legion, for the care and decoration of soldiers’ 
graves.
21st. To see if the town will vote to have the tax col­
lector maintain his office in the town building from the 
first day of July to the first day of October, 1935.
22nd. To see what sum, if any, the town would rec­
ommend to take from the joint State aid account for the 
purpose of applying bituminous surface treatment to 
State aid roads built within the past five years in accord­
ance with the provisions of Chanter 271, P. L. of 1931.
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PROPOSED ARTICLES FOR NEW HIGH SCHOOL 
GROUND AND BUILDING
23rd. To see if the town will vote to purchase a suit­
able site for a high school building, how much it will 
appropriate therefor, how the same shall be raised and 
under whose direction or what action the town will take 
in relation thereto.
24th. To see if the town will vote to build a new high 
school building and furnish and equip the same, what 
sum it will appropriate therefor, and how the same shall 
be raised, and under whose direction or what action the 
town will take in relation thereto.
STREET LIGHTS
25th. To see if the town will vote to place a larger 
light on Linwood Street in place of 60 c. p. now located, 
yearly light on Hillcrest Avenue, in place of 4 months’ 
light, yearly light at foot of Reggis Avenue, in place of 
4 months’ light; yearly light on Woodland Avenue, in 
place of 4 months’ light, yearly light on 10th Street in place 
fo 4 months light, yearly light on Balsam Lane in  place of 
4 months light.
SIDEWALKS
26th. To see if the town will vote to construct or 
reconstruct a sidewalk on the southerly side of Westland 
Avenue, on easterly side of Imperial Street, from present 
terminal to Hoffman Street; easterly side of Union 
Avenue, from present terminal to Tabernacle, so called; 
westerly side of Temple Avenue, near Surf Street; from 
Casco Avenue to Tioga Avenue; easterly side of Kinney 
Avenue; southwest side Flint Street, from present ter­
minal to E. Grand Avenue; Ancona Avenue, westerly 
side; easterly side of Winona Avenue, from Seaside to 
Surf Streets; easterly side off Barton Street; easterly side
Hillcrest Avenue, from present terminal, about 234 
feet; continue walk on westerly side of Cedar Avenue to 
1st Street. No. side of Milliken Street,, rebuild section of 
walk on W. Grand Avenue; near Daniel Guincy property. 
Rebuild walk from Tunis Ave. to Hampton Ave. 
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HIGHWAYS
27th. To see if the town will vote to grade and gravel 
Ocean Avenue, from 1st to Hillside Avenue; grade and 
gravel Hillside Avenue, from Ocean Avenue westerly; 
lower and rebuild Traynor Street; grade and gravel 
Somerset Avenue, from Union Avenue to Ocean Ave­
nue ; grade and gravel Randall Avenue, from Grand 
Avenue to 10th Street; grade and gravel 4th Street 
(Ocean Park), from Randall Avenue to Oceana Avenue; 
repair and improve Seaview Avenue; grade and gravel 
Ancona Avenue; St. John Street; Seaview Avenue, from 
Central Avenue to Somerset Avenue; Lake Avenue, 
from Central to Somerset Avenue; Smithwheel Road; 
Grove Avenue, from Ivy Avenue to Norway Avenue; 
construct gutter on 3rd Street, from Fern Avenue to 
Fountain Avenue. Fern Park Avenue.
SEWER
28th. To see if the town will vote to construct a sewer 
on Longwood Avenue, from Avon Avenue to Short 
Street.
29th. To see if the town will vote to add the following 
names to the list of streets on which tarvia, or some 
other like preparation, shall be applied to lay dust and 
preserve the roads: Brisson Street, Oceana Avenue, 
from Grand Avenue to Ocean Park Garage; Hillcrest 
Avenue; Tunis Avenue, from W. Grand Avenue to Sea­
side Avenue; Randall Avenue; Tiogo Avenue; Central 
Avenue, from Ocean to Lake Avenue; Second Street; 
lower part of Ancona Avenue; 15th Street; Walnut 
Street, from E. Grand Avenue to Sea Wall.
30th. To see if the town will vote to purchase a Ford 
chassis for use of the Fire Department and appropriate 
a sum of money therefor.
31st. To see if the town will vote to change the name 
of “Fletcher Street” to “Little River Road.”
32nd. To see if the town will vote to authorize the 
selectmen and treasurer to hire money for the transaction 
of business and payment of bills in January and Febru­
ary, if found necessary.
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33rd. To see if the town will vote to install a Game- 
well Police Signaling System and if they so vote, how 
many Alarm Boxes they will provide for, and what sum 
of money they will raise therefor, or in what way said 
money will be provided.
34th. To see if the town will vote to authorize the 
selectmen to appoint a budget committee to serve for the 
budget of 1936.
35th. To see if the town will vote to pass an ordi­
nance requiring all owners or custodians of property 
abutting on a public street to remove from their property 
all icicles or other dangerous overhanging substances 
from said property, where the eaves or roofs of said prop­
erty project over and above a public way—and that such 
ordinance, if and when enacted, carry a penalty for a 
failure to comply therewith.
36th. To see if the town will vote to make Smith 
Street, so called, a no parking street.
37th. To see what action the town will vote to take 
in regard to a petition presented by E. E. Lemire, and 
others, to build a sewer or community cess pool with con­
necting entrances thereto at Pine Park, commonly 
known as Halfway Section, and how much money, if 
any, the town will vote to appropriate for the same.
38th. To see if the Town will vote to direct the Select­
men to take the Beach so called, being the lowlands lying 
between Goose Fare Brook and the Scarboro line, and be­
tween the upland and low water mark, as bounded and de­
scribed in the petition of Lake C. Abbott and others, as a 
public park.
39th To transact any other business that may legally 
come before said meeting.
The polls will be open at 9 o’clock A. M. and will 
remain open until 1 o’clock P. M.
The selectmen will be in session at the Town Hall 
Thursday, Friday and Saturday afternoons, from 2 to 5
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o’clock P. M,, February 28th and March 1st and 2nd, for 
the purpose of correcting the voting list.
Given under our hands this twenty-third day of Feb­
ruary, A. D. 1935.
HERMAN S. GERRISH, 
WILLIAM G. HARMON, 
FRED I. LUCE,
Selectmen of Old Orchard Beach.
